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Executive Summary
Hydrokinetic turbines will be a source of noise in the marine environment – both during operation and
during installation/removal. High intensity sound can cause injury or behavioral changes in marine
mammals and may also affect fish and invertebrates. These noise effects are, however, highly
dependent on the individual marine animals; the intensity, frequency, and duration of the sound; and
context in which the sound is received. In other words, production of sound is a necessary, but not
sufficient, condition for an environmental impact. At a workshop on the environmental effects of tidal
energy development, experts identified sound produced by turbines as an area of potentially significant
impact, but also high uncertainty.
The overall objectives of this project are to improve our understanding of the potential acoustic effects
of tidal turbines by:





Characterizing sources of existing underwater noise;
Assessing the effectiveness of monitoring technologies to characterize underwater noise and
marine mammal responsiveness to noise;
Evaluating the sound profile of an operating tidal turbine; and
Studying the effect of turbine sound on surrogate species in a laboratory environment.

This study focuses on a specific case study for tidal energy development in Admiralty Inlet, Puget Sound,
Washington (USA), but the methodologies and results are applicable to other turbine technologies and
geographic locations. The project succeeded in achieving the above objectives and, in doing so,
substantially contributed to the body of knowledge around the acoustic effects of tidal energy
development in several ways:










Through collection of data from Admiralty Inlet, established the sources of sound generated by
strong currents (mobilizations of sediment and gravel) and determined that low‐frequency
sound recorded during periods of strong currents is non‐propagating pseudo‐sound. This helped
to advance the debate within the marine and hydrokinetics acoustic community as to whether
strong currents produce propagating sound.
Analyzed data collected from a tidal turbine operating at the European Marine Energy Center to
develop a profile of turbine sound and developed a framework to evaluate the acoustic effects
of deploying similar devices in other locations. This framework has been applied to Public Utility
District No. 1 of Snohomish Country’s demonstration project in Admiralty Inlet to inform post‐
installation acoustic and marine mammal monitoring plans.
Demonstrated passive acoustic techniques to characterize the ambient noise environment at
tidal energy sites (fixed, long‐term observations recommended) and characterize the sound
from anthropogenic sources (drifting, short‐term observations recommended).
Demonstrated the utility and limitations of instrumentation, including bottom mounted
instrumentation packages, infrared cameras, and vessel monitoring systems. In doing so, also
demonstrated how this type of comprehensive information is needed to interpret observations
from each instrument (e.g., hydrophone data can be combined with vessel tracking data to
evaluate the contribution of vessel sound to ambient noise).
Conducted a study that suggests harbor porpoise in Admiralty Inlet may be habituated to high
levels of ambient noise due to omnipresent vessel traffic. The inability to detect behavioral



changes associated with a high intensity source of opportunity (passenger ferry) has informed
the approach for post‐installation marine mammal monitoring.
Conducted laboratory exposure experiments of juvenile Chinook salmon and showed that
exposure to a worse than worst case acoustic dose of turbine sound does not result in changes
to hearing thresholds or biologically significant tissue damage. Collectively, this means that
Chinook salmon may be at a relatively low risk of injury from sound produced by tidal turbines
located in or near their migration path.

In achieving these accomplishments, the project has significantly advanced the District’s goals of
developing a demonstration‐scale tidal energy project in Admiralty Inlet. Pilot demonstrations of this
type are an essential step in the development of commercial‐scale tidal energy in the United States. This
is a renewable resource capable of producing electricity in a highly predictable manner.
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Introduction

1.1

Project Overview

Hydrokinetic turbines will be a source of noise in the marine environment – both during operation and
during installation/removal. High intensity sound can cause injury or behavioral changes in marine
mammals (Southall et al., 2007) and may also affect fish and invertebrates (Hawkins and Popper, 2012).
These noise effects are, however, highly dependent on the individual marine animals; the intensity,
frequency, and duration of the sound; and context in which the sound is received. In other words,
production of sound is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for an environmental impact. At a
workshop on the environmental effects of tidal energy development, experts identified sound produced
by turbines as an area of potentially significant impact, but also high uncertainty (Polagye et al., 2011).
The overall objectives of this project are to improve our understanding of the potential acoustic effects
of tidal turbines by:





Characterizing sources of existing underwater noise;
Assessing the effectiveness of monitoring technologies to characterize underwater noise and
marine mammal responsiveness to noise;
Evaluating the sound profile of an operating tidal turbine; and
Studying the effect of turbine sound on surrogate species in a laboratory environment.

This study focuses on a specific case study for tidal energy development in Admiralty Inlet, Puget Sound,
Washington (USA), but the methodologies and results are applicable to other turbine technologies and
geographic locations.
1.2

Case Description

Public Utility District No. 1 of Snohomish County has proposed to deploy two OpenCentre turbines as a
tidal energy demonstration project. The turbines are manufactured by OpenHydro, Ltd., an Irish turbine
developer and consist of a 6 m diameter shrouded rotor mounted to a gravity tri‐frame with tubular
cans contacting the seabed at the vertices. The OpenHydro turbines are fixed‐pitch, high‐solidity rotors
with an open center. The rotor cassette is the single moving part and is supported by water‐lubricated
bearings. A permanent magnet generator is contained in the shroud surrounding the blades. Anti‐fouling
coatings are applied to the interior surface of the shroud, hub, and rotor blades, but the gravity frame
(steel, ballasted by concrete and aggregate) is left bare. The turbine shown in Figure 1 represents the 10
m version of 6th Generation technology. The turbines deployed in Puget Sound will be 6 m variants of
this generation technology.
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Figure 1 – 10 m OpenHyd
dro turbine. Blade geometryy, shroud geom
metry, and tri‐‐frame design reflect 6th
Generation technology.

The deplo
oyment site iss in northern Admiralty
A
Inlet, Puget Souund, Washinggton. Admiraltty Inlet is a
constricte
ed sill separatting the deep Main Basin of
o Puget Sounnd from the Straits of Juan de Fuca and
Straits of Georgia (Figu
ure 2). At the narrowest po
oint, betweenn Admiralty H
Head and Poin
nt Wilson, thee
ely 5 km wide
e and 70 m de
eep. Exceptinng a small excchange througgh Deception Pass,
channel iss approximate
the entire
e tidal prism of
o Puget Soun
nd passes thro
ough this connstriction, giviing rise to tidal currents th
hat
routinely exceed 3 m/ss (6 knots) at mid‐water. The
T project sitte is approxim
mately 1 km SSE of Admiraltty
he project loccation was chhosen on the basis of stron
ng tidal curren
nts
Head in 55 m of water (Figure 3). Th
(intensifie
ed by the proxximity to the headland), negligible seabbed slope (neecessary to deeploy the gravvity
foundatio
on), separation from high vessel
v
traffic areas
a
(federaal navigation llanes, ferry ro
oute), and ease of
cable routting back to shore.
s
During de
eployment, th
he turbines will be lowered
d to the seabeed by the threee points on the triangular
base show
wn in Figure 1.
1 Hydraulic jaacks are used to connect t o the frame aand are detacched and
recovered
d once the turbine is in possition on the seabed. Duri ng recovery, a frame is po
ositioned overr the
subsea baase. The forward face of th
he shroud (faccing the apexx of the trianggular base) is used to align the
recovery frame.
f
Hydraulics on the frame
f
then en
ngage with thhe subsea basse and the entire turbine iss
recovered
d, much in the
e same mann
ner as it is dep
ployed. Each tturbine will b
be connected to shore by a
separate power cable. These cabless will also pro
ovide power foor monitoringg instrumentaation and fibeer
mmunication with
w the turbiine and monitoring instrum
mentation.
optic com

2

Figure 2 – Puget Sound, Washington (U
USA) and detaail of turbine deployment site.

3

FFigure 3 – Turbine deployment location in northern Ad
dmiralty Inlet. Blue
e triangles denote turbines, each of w
which is connected
d back to shore viaa a separate
p
power cable. Dashed red polygon to the east of Keysto
one Harbor is a ma
arine protected are
ea.
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1.3

Project Team

The project team consists of Public Utility District No. 1 of Snohomish County (the District), the
University of Washington Northwest National Marine Renewable Energy Center (UW‐NNMREC), Sea
Mammal Research Unit, Ltd. (SMRU, Ltd.), and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). The
project was conducted collaboratively with individuals from each institution contributing to each of the
tasks.
The team members and their roles were:
Public Utility District No. 1 of Snohomish County:



Craig Collar, Project Director: overall technical and management direction
Jessica Spahr, Project Manager: technical coordination, financial management, and reporting

University of Washington, Northwest National Marine Renewable Energy Center:










Brian Polagye, Principal Investigator: technical direction on site characterization studies, turbine
sound analysis, and marine mammal presence/absence and response to noise; data analysis and
interpretation
Jim Thomson, co‐Principal Investigator: direction of all field operations, technical direction on
site characterization studies
Chris Bassett, Graduate Researcher: collection, analysis, and interpretation of acoustic data from
Admiralty Inlet; collection, analysis, and interpretation of vessel traffic data
Joe Graber, Graduate Researcher: evaluation of infrared cameras for detection and classification
of marine mammals
Robert Cavagnaro, Graduate Researcher: analysis of harbor porpoise echolocation data to
identify underlying factors
Joe Talbert, Engineer: design and maintenance of instrumentation packages
Alex de Klerk, Engineer: design and maintenance of instrumentation packages
Capt. Andy Reay‐Ellers: vessel operator for R/V Jack Robertson for all data collection and
instrumentation deployment/recovery

Sea Mammal Research Unit, Ltd:



Jason Wood, co‐Principal Investigator: assessment of marine mammal behavior from
echolocation data; experimental design
Dom Tollit, co‐Principal Investigator: assessment of marine mammal behavior from echolocation
data; experimental design

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory:




Andrea Copping, co‐Principal Investigator: technical direction for laboratory studies of turbine
noise effects
Tom Carlson, co‐Principal Investigator: technical direction for laboratory studies of turbine
noise effects
Michele Halvorsen, co‐Principal Investigator: technical direction and implementation of
laboratory studies of turbine noise effects
5

While not officially part of the project team, this effort benefited tremendously from interactions with:





1.4

NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service: Keith Kirkendall, Alicia Bishop, Alison Agness, Marla
Holt, and Brad Hanson
OpenHydro, Ltd: Sue Barr
Scottish Association for Marine Science (SAMS): Caroline Carter
Sandia National Laboratories: Jesse Roberts
Washington State Parks
Summary Goals and Accomplishments

The project objectives are structured around four task areas, each with subtasks. Goals and
accomplishments are summarized in Table 1. The following sections provide a more detailed description
of each task, the approaches taken, results obtained, and lessons learned.
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Table 1 – Project Goals and Results
Task Area

Goal

Accomplishment

Task 1: Site Monitoring (UW‐NNMREC Lead)
 Stand‐alone Instrumentation
Package

 Shore‐based Infrared
detection of marine
mammals

 Shore‐based Vessel traffic
monitoring

Assemble a second instrumentation
package and upgrade an existing
instrumentation package. Deploy
and recover instrumentation
packages six times.

Assembled two second generation
instrumentation packages. Six
deployments and recoveries, with
near‐100% data return from all
instruments.

(not a proposed goal)

Identification of sources of
underwater noise at tidal energy
sites and role of tidal currents in
production of sound. Identified best
practices for integration of passive
and active acoustic monitoring
systems.

Detect marine mammals using
infrared camera.

Demonstrated ability of infrared
cameras to detect marine
mammals.

(not a proposed goal)

Identified the physics underlying the
detection, demonstrated capability
for auto‐detection algorithms to
reduce review time, and identified
parameters governing detection
effectiveness.

Log ship traffic using an AIS receiver
to improve understanding of
contribution of ship noise to
ambient noise.

Two years of vessel traffic
monitoring in Admiralty Inlet.
Measurement and modeling
indicates that vessel traffic accounts
for 90% of the temporal variability
in ambient noise.

Task 2: Turbine Noise Source (UW‐NNMREC Lead)
 Sound propagation test

Deploy an acoustic projector to
simulate the sound profile of a tidal
turbine to evaluate the acoustic
footprint of a tidal energy project.

Single‐tone sound propagation
experiment.

(not a proposed goal)

Analysis of turbine sound
measurements and development of
a probability‐based framework for
assessing detection of turbine
sound by marine mammals.
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(Table – Continued)
Task 3: Interpreted Presence and Behavior of Marine Mammals (SMRU, Ltd. Lead)
 Interpret presence and
behavior of marine mammals

Statistical analysis of click data from
echolocation hydrophones.
Interpretation of secondary data,
including marine mammal
vocalizations recorded by ambient
noise hydrophones (Task 1), land‐
based observers, and shore‐based
infrared cameras.

Statistical analysis of click trains
identified factors influencing
presence/absence of harbor
porpoise, and while diel activity was
identified as a significant factor,
unexplained variability limit the
practical use of click trains to study
the underlying factor influencing
behavior of harbor porpoise.

(not a proposed goal)

Identification of “landmark”
sequences which may be suitable
for characterizing interactions
between harbor porpoises and
turbines, post‐installation.
Evaluation of responsiveness of
harbor porpoise to existing
anthropogenic noise. Evaluation of
behavioral state through inter‐click
interval.

Task 4: Effect of Turbine Noise on Aquatic Species (PNNL Lead)
 Dose‐response experiments
on juvenile Chinook salmon

Expose juvenile Chinook salmon to a
“dose” of turbine noise representing
probable exposure and evaluate
changes to hearing and barotrauma.
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Exposed juvenile Chinook salmon to
a “worse than worst‐case” acoustic
dose and determined this causes
minor, recoverable injury and no
changes to hearing.

2

Task 1: Site Monitoring

The objective of this task was to demonstrate approaches for monitoring tidal energy sites using a
combination of instrumentation placed on shore and on the seabed. The information gained from these
monitoring activities is necessary to characterize the physical and biological environment at tidal energy
sites for several user groups:




Site developers require information about tidal currents to optimize power generation from
arrays and information about the ecological and social uses of sites to minimize conflict;
Device developers require information about tidal currents to ensure device survivability; and
Regulatory agencies require information about the ecological and social uses of sites to establish
the context for tidal energy development.

For the purposes of this study, the data collected under this task informed analysis under Task 2 (§ 3)
and Task 3 (§ 4).
Several novel approaches were demonstrated in achieving the objectives of this task:
1. The use of autonomous bottom‐mounted instrumentation packages to characterize the spatial
and temporal variations in the biological and physical environment at tidal energy sites;
2. The use of shore‐based infrared cameras to extend the capabilities of shoreline observations of
marine mammals; and
3. The use of a shore‐based receiver station to establish long‐term trends in commercial vessel
traffic.
This task was led by UW‐NNMREC.
2.1
2.1.1

Sea Spiders: Infrastructure and Equipment
Objectives

The objective of this task was to deploy and recover instrumentation packages six times over the period
of performance, with servicing intervals of three months. The first generation package (Sea Spider Mark
I) was deployed two times (Feb – May 2010 and May – Aug 2010) and two second generation packages
(Sea Spider Mark II) were deployed four times (Aug – Nov 2010, Nov – Feb 2011, Feb – May 2011, and
May – Aug 2011). We achieved near‐100% data return on all deployments (i.e., instruments deployed
correctly and recorded for the duration of the deployment). For cases in which two Sea Spiders were
simultaneously deployed, one Sea Spider was positioned at the probable turbine installation site while
the second was positioned elsewhere in Admiralty Inlet to characterize the extent of spatial variability.
With experience, instrumentation deployments within 10 m of the intended target were achieved.
2.1.2

Approach and Results

During 2009, NNMREC designed, built and deployed its first generation instrumentation package, the
Sea Spider (Mark I). The Sea Spider is a lead‐ballasted fiberglass frame (Oceanscience, Ltd. Sea Spider)
equipped with redundant acoustic release systems. Autonomous instrumentation is attached to the
frame through bolts or clamps. The systems are deployed from a research vessel and lowered to the
seabed by a winch. Once they have landed on the seabed, the packages are acoustically released. During
recovery, a surface vessel sends a coded pulse to one of the acoustic releases on the Sea Spider, which
releases a float to the surface. This float trails a recovery line that connects, at the other end, to a pick
9

point near the center of mass for the Sea Spider. A winch takes up the slack in the trailing line and then
recovers the Sea Spider and ballast back to the surface. As such, nothing remains behind on the seabed.
Images of the Mark I Sea Spider (SS #01) and Mark II Sea Spiders (SS #02 and #03) and a listing of
instrumentation are shown in Figure 4 and an annotated image of SS #02 is shown in Figure 5. The Mark
II Sea Spiders incorporated several learnings from the experience with the Mark I packages:


200 lbs of additional ballast to maintain platform stability on the seabed. As discussed in the
Lessons Learned section, velocities near the seabed can approach 3 m/s, placing very high loads
on the instrumentation package. The increased ballast also necessitated reinforcement of the
fiberglass frames. The Mark II Sea Spider frames were customized, at modest incremental cost,
by Oceanscience, Ltd.;



Modular instrumentation mounts (green panels) to accommodate instrumentation changes
anticipated over the course of the deployment. Instrumentation was directly attached to the
Mark I Sea Spider frame. Consequently, whenever new instrumentation was added, holes
needed to be drilled in fiberglass frame. Additionally, surfaces oriented in the horizontal plane
or vertical plane are preferred for instrumentation mounting, while the majority of surfaces on
the fiberglass frame are at an incline.; and



Upgraded acoustic releases which can communicate status back to a surface vessel to simplify
recovery operations. As discussed in the Lessons Learned section, the Mark I Sea Spiders used
“receive‐only” acoustic releases, which contributed to several long recovery operations in 2009
and early 2010.

In air, the Mark I Sea Spider weighed approximately 650 lbs and the Mark II Sea Spiders weighed
approximated 850 lbs.
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SS #01 ((Feb 2010 – Au
ug 2010)
 Doppler profiiler: RDI Worksshorse 300 kHzz
OD
 Click detectors: Chelonia C‐‐POD and T‐PO
DSG (2)
 Hydrophone:: Loggerhead D
R2W
 Fish tag receiiver: Vemco VR
ogy)
 CTDO: SeaBirrd 16+ v2 (WA Dept. of Ecolo

SS #02 ((Aug 2010 – Au
ug 2011)
ontinental 470 kHz
 Doppler profiiler: Nortek Co
OD
 Click detectors: Chelonia C‐‐POD and T‐PO
DSG (2)
 Hydrophone:: Loggerhead D
R2W
 Fish tag receiiver: Vemco VR
ogy)
 CTDO: SeaBirrd 16+ v2 (WA Dept. of Ecolo

SS #03 ((Aug 2010 – Au
ug 2011)
WAC 600 kHz
 Doppler profiiler: Nortek AW
 Click detectors: Chelonia C‐‐POD
DSG
 Hydrophone:: Loggerhead D
R2W
 Fish tag receiiver: Vemco VR
 CTDO: none

Figure 4 – Sea Spider insstrumentation packages deployed over thee course of thiis project (notee: red panels o
on SS
s
test of a foul release co
oating conduccted in partnerrship with Hem
mpsel, S.A.)
#03 are a static
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Figure 5 – Sea Spider (SSS#02 Mark II) after
a
recovery with instrumeentation and in
nfrastructure aas annotated.

For this project, all Seaa Spiders were deployed frrom the R/V JJack Robertso
on, a research
h vessel owneed
U
of Washington’s
W
Applied Physsics Laboratory. The Jack R
Robertson is a 60’
and operaated by the University
vessel witth a single scrrew and bow thruster. The
e working loadd on its A‐frame is approxximately 10 to
ons.
Sea Spiders were deplo
oyed in Admiralty Inlet at the
t locationss shown in Figgure 6 and deescribed in Table 2
for the ob
bjectives summarized in Taable 3. In sum
mmary, SS #011 was deployeed at two opttions that, at the
time, werre under conssideration for turbine deployment. Oncce the Mark II Sea Spiders eentered serviice in
August 20
010, SS #02 was
w deployed each time at the same loccation – the proposed turb
bine deployment
site for tu
urbine #1. Seq
quential deplo
oyments were
e all within a 20 m radius aand continuo
ous for nearlyy one
year, excluding several days every three
t
monthss when instru mentation was out of the water for datta
nd servicing. This
T served to
o assess long‐‐term temporral variability at a single lo
ocation. SS #0
03
offload an
was used to explore sp
patial variability in currents, ambient nooise, and marrine mammal activity. The first
ent was to the
e west of Adm
miralty Head in
i the eddy fiield that form
ms on ebb tidee. This assessed
deployme
sound pro
oduction from
m sediment trransport, large‐scale turbuulence, and su
urf on the beaach. The seco
ond
deployme
ent was to the
e east of Adm
miralty Head directly
d
beneaath the ferry lane. As discu
ussed in § 4.2
2, the
informatio
on from this deployment
d
was
w used to assess
a
the cappabilities of C
C‐PODs to quaantify avoidan
nce
behavior from
f
broadbaand sources of
o sound loud
der than tidal turbines (thee passenger feerry that travverses
between Keystone Harrbor on Whidbey Island an
nd Port Townssend on the KKitsap Peninsula). The thirrd
12

ent was in the
e center of the shipping lan
nes in Admiraalty Inlet. Thiss is a potentiaal site of longger‐
deployme
term interest for tidal energy development. The fourth, and ffinal, deploym
ment was in cclose proximitty to
SS #02 at the site of the second pro
oposed turbine to quantifyy short‐range spatial variab
bility.

Figure 6 – Sea Spider dep
ployment locaations
S Spider dep
ployment details
Table 2 – Sea
Platform
Dates
Duraation (days)
SS #01
2/11/2010 –
82
5/4/20
010
SS #01
5/6/201
10 –
64
8/17/20
010
SS #02
8/18/2010 –
356
8/9/20
011
SS #03
8/18/2010 –
83
11/8/20
010
SS #03
11/10/20
010 –
92
2/10/20
011
SS #03
2/13/2011 –
85
5/9/20
011
SS #03
5/11/2011 –
90
8/9/20
011

Depth (m)
56

Latitudee
48.1501

Lo
ongitude
‐122.6862

58

48.1531

‐122.6879

59

48.1530

‐122.6880

27

48.1581

‐122.6878

48

48.1515

‐122.6738

49

48.1486

‐122.7221

61

48.1525

‐122.6881
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Table 3 – Sea Spider deployment objectives
Feb – May
May – Aug
Aug – Nov
2010
2010
2010
SS #01
Alternate
turbine site
SS #02
Proposed
Proposed
turbine site
turbine site
(turbine #1)
(turbine #1)
SS #03
Eddy field –
sources of
underwater
noise
associated
with strong
currents

Nov – Feb
2011

Feb – May
2011

May – Aug
2011

Proposed
turbine site
(turbine #1)
Ferry route –
harbor
porpoise
responsiveness
to noise

Proposed
turbine site
(turbine #1)
Central inlet
– macro‐
scale
variability

Proposed
turbine site
(turbine #1)
Proposed
turbine site
(turbine #2)

Data return rates were near 100% for Sea Spider deployments, a considerable success given the harsh
environments the instruments were deployed in. The data products from these deployments have
informed several analyses. Those related to ambient noise and marine mammal activity are detailed in §
2.2 and § 2.3, respectively. Also of considerable interest to project development is the observed spatial
variability in tidal currents, as described in Polagye and Thomson (submitted).
2.1.3

Lessons Learned

Sea Spider Stability
As previously stated, in air, each Sea Spider weighs approximately 850 lbs. In water, buoyancy decreases
this to approximately 650 lbs. The Sea Spiders are tripods, with three feet in contact with the seabed.
Analysis of orientation (heading, pitch, and roll) sensors on the Doppler profilers indicate that during
most deployments, the Sea Spiders rotate on the order of tens of degrees during the first spring tide
following deployment. Because the Sea Spiders rest on a layer of cobbles, it is hypothesized that the feet
are slipping over the cobbles or, perhaps, the cobbles under the feet are slipping over each other.
Rotation likely ceases when the Sea Spider is oriented along the axis of minimize drag or the feet have
dug into the cobble layer sufficiently to arrest motion. Two instructive cases related to platform stability
are presented here.
Analysis of orientation data, along with pressure sensor and recovery coordinates, suggest that during
the May‐August 2010 deployment, SS #01 was moved 90 meters to the northwest of its deployment
location around the 64th day of deployment. While it is not unusual for strong currents to rotate the
tripod on the seabed as the feet slide across cobbles, this degree of motion was unusual. Examination of
the ADCP data (velocity and direction) indicated that tripod movement occurred during a turbulent spike
in current velocity exceeding 2.8 m/s in close proximity to the seabed. This incident suggested that the
ballast on the Mark I Sea Spider was marginally sufficient to resist the strongest tidal currents. As no
significant movement was observed for the Mark II Sea Spiders (deployed at the same location), the 200
lb increase in ballast between generations appears to be have been sufficient to address this concern.
This incident highlights the need for instrumentation platforms deployed for tidal energy site
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characterization to be heavily ballasted, maintain a low center of mass (to resist overturning moments),
and have a minimized drag profile. In general, ballasting requirements will be site‐specific, depending on
the tidal currents, platform drag, seabed composition, water depth, and wave climate. For example, an
even heavier tripod deployed by a research group in the Bay of Fundy was recently flipped over (and
flipped back) by what appears to be wave‐induced currents associated with the passage of a hurricane
(10 m swell in 60 m of water). Conversely, platforms lighter than the Sea Spiders have been successfully
deployed and recovered at other tidal energy sites.
In February 2011, when the R/V Jack Robertson came on station to recover SS #02 and SS #03, the
recovery float for SS #02 was already on the surface. Subsequent assessment indicated that the float
deployed prematurely due to a structural failure in the release package. It is likely that the buoy was on
the surface and recovery line fully extended for several tidal cycles. During this time, the drag on the line
and float would have been considerable. In spite of this, the Sea Spider does not appear to have shifted
appreciably on the seabed (as confirmed by the recovery location and lack of rotation recorded by the
ADCP heading sensor). Cleats added to the tripod feet in November 2011 (metal U‐channel) may have
helped to increase resistance to movement/rotation. Previously, the contact surface had been a hard
plastic. A cleated contact surface is recommended as a best practice for cobble or sediment seabeds. A
different approach may be preferable for bedrock seabeds.
Effectiveness of Fish Tag Receivers
Each of the Sea Spiders was equipped with a Vemco VR2W fish tag receiver. These are capable of
detecting tagged fish at a range of approximately 200 m. Because each tag has a unique identifier, if the
tag ID can be located in a research database, the species and life history of the tagged fish can be
determined. However, over the course of this project, there were limited tagging efforts undertaken in
Puget Sound. Consequently, very few tags were detected. Those that were detected were not archived
in public research databases and, therefore, no species identification was possible. This suggests that
opportunistic detection of tags is not, necessarily, an effective strategy for assessing species
composition in the vicinity of a tidal energy project (see further discussion in § 6.3 regarding the NOPP
project to develop these type data).
Instrumentation Compatibility
The cost of deploying and recovering instrumentation packages is sufficiently high to motivate packaging
a full suite of characterization tools onto a single platform. However, this presents the possibility of one
instrument interfering with another. Several cases in which this occurred and strategies to mitigate this
interference are described here:


Doppler profiler and broadband hydrophone: While the frequency of the Doppler profilers (300
kHz minimum) is substantially higher than the sampling frequency of the broadband
hydrophone (80 kHz), sound from the Doppler profiler can be recorded by the broadband
hydrophone. This can occur because of sound produced by profiler away from the center
frequencies within the sampling range of the hydrophone or because high frequency sound is
aliased to lower frequencies1. This interference can be mitigated by staggering data collection

1

The Loggerhead DSG is equipped with a hardware anti‐aliasing filter, but this is not completely effective at
removing high frequency sound, particularly high intensity sound at close proximity to the instrument.
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for the Doppler profiler and hydrophone. While data collection is asynchronous, internal clock
drift was never substantial enough to result in overlapping data collection when instruments
were configured for staggered collection. This interference does, however, place a fundamental
limit on the duty cycle for Doppler profilers and broadband hydrophones on the same platform.
However, due to memory limitations for hydrophones, a low duty cycle is generally required.
CTDO pump noise and broadband hydrophone: The conductivity and dissolved oxygen sensors
on a SeaBird 16+ v2 are designed for water to be pumped across the sensors. This improves
accuracy and reduces biofouling over long deployments. However, the noise from the pump is
detectable by the hydrophone and of moderate intensity, given the close proximity of the pump
to the hydrophone element. This interference can be minimized by increasing the separation
between the pump and hydrophone within the limits of the platform size and, in post‐
processing, by identifying and removing recordings contaminated by pump noise. The pump
signature is sufficiently unique that identification and removal is not difficult. Further, because
of power constraints, the pump will operate on a relatively low duty cycle during long‐term
deployments (e.g., pumping for several seconds every 30 minutes during a 90 day deployment).
Platform noise and broadband hydrophone: High currents can produce self‐noise on the
instrumentation platform by rattling shackles or recovery floats. This noise is low frequency and
will only be apparent if the hydrophone is equipped with a flow shield to attenuate flow noise
(further discussion in § 2.2). These sources of noise can be mitigated by padding contact
surfaces or otherwise restraining hardware. However, at current speeds above 2 m/s, some
platform noise is likely inevitable for the Sea Spider package. A trawl‐proof platform (e.g., an
enclosed platform with ports for recovery floats and instrumentation) may have a lower self‐
noise profile during strong currents, but makes it more difficult to implement a modular
architecture (i.e., a hole needs to be cut for each sensor).
Doppler profiler and Click Detector: Doppler profiler sound may, in some cases, be detected by a
cetacean click detector. This interference is extremely sensitive to the relative orientation of
instruments and their configuration. This is discussed further in § 2.3, but, as a best practice, a
short‐term deployment (i.e., 1‐2 days) is recommended to assess the potential for interference
when a new package is put into service or the Doppler profiler configuration is changed.

Biofouling
While all Sea Spider deployments were beneath the photic zone, moderate biofouling was routinely
observed on instrumentation packages during recovery, with strong seasonal and inter‐annual
variability. This biofouling never affected instrumentation performance, but does highlight the challenge
that long‐term instrumentation deployments for post‐installation project monitoring will face. For
acoustic measurements, covering transducers with a thin layer of zinc oxide (diaper rash cream has a
high zinc oxide content) proved effective for suppressing biofouling. In general, fouling was most
pronounced in crevice spaces and on uncoated surfaces (e.g., PVC instrument cases). Post‐recovery
images for several Sea Spiders are shown in Figure 7.
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(a) SS #01 – August 201
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(c) SS #02 – November 20
Figure 7 – Sea Spider bio
ofouling

2011
(d) SS #02 – August 2

While biofuling was mo
ost significant during the May
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d, inter‐annuaal variability w
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However, betw
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oatings duringg subsequent Sea Spider deployments.
fouling co
Stainless Steel
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Upon reco
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most common
n. Consequen
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orrosion has the
t potential to cause morre serious harrdware failurees over longeer intervals (i.e., 1‐
crevice co
2 year serrvice interval for a hydrokinetic turbine
e). One solutioon to this chaallenge is to u
use titanium
hardware
e, which has excellent
e
corro
osion resistan
nce. Howeverr, the cost of titanium is quite high and
d
hardware
e sizes more liimited than fo
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ess steel. Alteernatively, gallvanized hard
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lower cost and corrode
es more predictably than 316
3 stainless steel may bee preferable. IIt is possible tthat
periodic lo
ow‐oxygen in
ntrusions overr the Admiralty Inlet sill froom the Pacifiic Ocean mayy worsen corrosion
at this spe
ecific location
n. Several exaamples of crevvice corrosionn of 316 stain
nless steel on Sea Spider
hardware
e are presente
ed in Figure 8.

(a) SS #01 – May 2009 (1 month deployment, Nylocck
everse side staarved stainless steel of oxyge
en)
nuts on re

(b) Stainless steel hosee clamp

(c) SS #0
03 – Novemberr 2010 (3 montth deploymentt)
Figure 8 – Crevice corrossion

(d) SSS #02 – Februaary 2011 (3 mo
onth deploymeent)

Acoustic Releases
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(i.e., releaases can comm
municate bacck to deck boxx on surface) . The Mark I SSea Spider inccorporated
acoustic releases
r
which were only able
a to receivve commandss. During reco
overy operatio
ons this
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ed to ambiguity about the
e state of the tripod. If a reelease code had been transmitted and a
recovery float
f
did not appear
a
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e surface, the
e release mig ht not have rreceived the rrelease code, the
release might
m
have recceived the cod
de but a mechanical probllem preventeed float releasse, or the trip
pod
could havve been transported by currrents out of the project a rea. This amb
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number of
o delays in triipod recoveryy during field operations inn 2009 and 20010. The reco
overy procedu
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for the Mark II Sea Spid
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oded pulse to wake up the release (whicch is
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a coded pulse to arm the releaase (which is also acknowlledged), and a
acknowledged by the release),
final pulse
e to release th
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nowledged). TThis allows fo
or much moree effective tro
ouble
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shooting during recovery operations. While “receive‐only” releases are less expensive, “transmit and
receive” releases are a recommended best practice and less costly over the lifetime of the release (e.g.,
higher release cost offset by lower vessel costs for recovery).
The Sea Spider incorporates a redundant recovery system. During recovery operations for the Mark I Sea
Spider in August, 2010, the primary float did not surface after multiple attempts. The backup release did
function correctly and the Sea Spider was recovered. Upon retrieval, it was determined that the primary
release mechanism had functioned correctly, but that the float was connected to the wrong end of the
retrieval line. Consequently, the float buoyancy was insufficient to pull cordage from the line canister
(more than 100 pounds of force would have been required). This problem was caused by operator error
during preparation for deployment and is a relatively easy (though uncommon) mistake to make. This
reinforces the need for redundant recovery systems as there are several potential points of failure in
each release system, but it is unlikely that both would simultaneously fail.
Deployment Operations
Due to the spatial variability in the tidal current resource, it is desirable to deploy instrumentation
packages within 10 m of their intended targets. Truly slack water does not occur at deep water tidal
energy sites due to the phase difference in tidal currents between the surface and the seabed (i.e., while
the currents are slack at the surface, they will likely still be ebbing or flooding near the seabed).
Consequently, appreciable currents are likely during instrumentation deployment. This can be dealt with
by anchoring the deployment vessel or deploying instrumentation from a “live boat”. The former option
requires a three‐point mooring be established at the deployment site, which can be quite challenging
given the mass of the anchors required to hold station in strong currents. For this study, all deployments
were conducted from a live boat, which is, in our experience, preferable to static deployments2.
For live boat deployments, the R/V Jack Robertson would come on station approximately 30 minutes
before predicted slack water. As described in Polagye et al. (2010) and Polagye and Thomson
(submitted), current predictions based on harmonic constituents are imperfect due to the aharmonic
response caused by topography and bathymetry. Once tidal currents are between 0.5 and 1 m/s
throughout the water column and decelerating, deployment operations begin. The vessel makes an
initial drift over the proposed deployment site for the captain to judge the competing effects of
windage, currents, and wave action, then the vessel sets up for a drift and the Sea Spider is lowered over
the side. The research vessel drifts towards the intended deployment site as the Sea Spider is lowered
(approximately 5 minutes to reach the bottom in 60 m of water), with the captain making minor course
adjustments with prop and bow thruster to keep the deployment line clear of the transom. Once the
package is within 5 m of the seabed (determined by a combination of depth sounder and line marking),
lowering is suspended until the research vessel is within 15 m of the intended location. If the research
vessel is drifting wide of this target, the package is brought back to the surface and the vessel resets for
a second attempt3. Once within 15 m of the intended location, the package is lowered to the seabed.
2

In 2009, as part of initial ROV surveys of the seabed, a three point anchor was set on one occasion. Several hours
of ship time to set up and break down the anchoring system, with no regard for the precise location of the vessel.
Once the mooring had been established, ROV operations were restricted to the immediate times of slack water
due to the phase differences in currents between surface and seabed.
3
This was, in practice, never required due to the skill of the APL ship captains.
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Once the tension goes out of the deployment line, line continues to be paid out until the acoustic
release is triggered (and the Sea Spider released) to avoid dragging the Sea Spider across the seabed.
Release location is recorded by a GPS with an antenna next to the block. Package weight is sufficient to
limit wire angle to a few degrees.
During earlier deployments, attempts were made to verify Sea Spider deployment with a dive camera in‐
line with the deployment line. This, however, is not a recommended practice. While it does provide
additional certainty, it introduces another moving part into the operation and can delay the release of
the package once landing has occurred (i.e., delay of up to a minute while a camera operator verifies the
landing and communicates with the rest of the team). Because rapid release of the package is essential
once landing has occurred, provided that the seabed has been well‐characterized during prior surveys,
in our experience, the cost and complexity of visual conformation exceeds the benefits.
2.2

Bottom‐Mounted Instrumentation: Ambient Noise

2.2.1

Approach

As described in Bassett et al., (submitted), each Sea Spider was equipped with at least one broadband
hydrophone and recording system (Loggerhead instruments, DSG). The hydrophone is an HTI‐96‐Min
with an internal pre‐amplifier. The hydrophones have an effective sensitivity of ‐166 dB re 1 µPa/V. The
frequency response of the hydrophone and data acquisition system is flat (±3 dB) from 20 Hz to 30 kHz.
Digitized 16‐bit data are written to a SD card. The following ambient noise analysis pertains to data from
four deployments of three months duration (May 7, 2010 to May 9, 2011). The sampling frequency was
80 kHz on a one‐percent duty cycle (7 seconds continuous recording every 10 minutes).
Each recording was post‐processed into windows containing 65,536 (216) data points with a 50% overlap.
Windows were weighted by a Hann function and a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was applied. Resulting
spectra were then scaled to preserve total variance. Recordings with pump noise (CTDO) or float noise
were removed and the remaining observations stratified by current velocity.
2.2.2 Results
In describing ambient noise measurements at tidal energy sites, there has been a healthy debate as to
the production of sound by strong currents. Arguments range from the assertion that currents do not
produce any true, propagating noise and to the assertion that they produce high intensity noise. While
apparently conflicting, both are correct over a specific range of frequencies. Certainly, the awareness of
this issue has grown within the marine and hydrokinetic community over the past two years and the
finer points of the debate are likely to persist for the foreseeable future. At present, our most complete
understanding of noise sources within Admiralty Inlet are, as follows:


Strong currents indirectly produce relatively high intensity (i.e., one‐third octave levels
exceeding 120 dB – as high as 140 dB) and high frequency (i.e., frequencies greater than 1 kHz)
sound by mobilizing gravel and shell hash on the seabed (Bassett et al., in prep). While the
seabed in Admiralty Inlet is principally composed of stationary cobbles, smaller material is mixed
in around the margins and periodically mobilized. Sound production starts at high frequency
(smallest material mobilized by weakest currents) and expands down into the 1 – 10 kHz decade
during strong currents. The intensity of this sound is, broadly, proportional to the square of the
current velocity in a one‐third octave band. This is true, propagating sound and appropriately
included in a noise budget for a tidal energy site.
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Figure 12 ‐ Hourly (a), da
aily (b) and mo
onthly (c) average broadban d (0.02 ‐ 30 kH
Hz) and M‐
weighted sound
s
pressure levels. The box
b plots show
w the range forr the 25% to 755% thresholds
and the wh
hiskers show the
t range for the
t 5% to 95% thresholds forr broadband SSPLs (source: B
Bassett et al,
submitted
d).
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Chelonia, Ltd., the T‐POD and the C‐POD. The T‐POD is the first generation instrument and detects clicks
using analog bandpass filters corresponding to the echolocation frequencies of target cetacean species.
The T‐POD scans each channel in sequence and stores the click information for subsequent
classification. T‐PODs have been used in a number of studies to monitor the acoustic effects of wind
farm construction (Thompson et al., 2010; Brandt et al., 2011). The C‐POD is the successor to the T‐POD
and utilizes on‐board digital signal processing to identify clicks. Consequently, the C‐POD is able to
monitor for a broader range of cetacean activity than the T‐POD (i.e., frequencies of interest need not
be specified prior to deployment) and report additional properties of the clicks. However, there is
relatively limited experience with the C‐POD, as compared to the T‐POD. This project deployed a T‐POD
(one of the last units produced by Chelonia, Ltd.) and a C‐POD simultaneously on one of the tripods to
assess the relative effectiveness of the new instrument. Since harbor porpoise echolocation is
directional (Au et al., 1999) a point‐wise comparison of instruments (either T‐POD to C‐POD or C‐POD to
C‐POD) is not possible (i.e., the same echolocation click may not be received by both instruments, even
when in close proximity) and comparisons must be made on a statistical basis.
Upon recovery, click information is offloaded from the instruments and then post‐processed by
Chelonia, Ltd. software (tpod.exe or cpod.exe) to identify click trains (series of clicks associated with
biological or anthropogenic sources). Over the course of this project, Chelonia released several new
versions of the cpod.exe software which fundamentally improved the classifier effectiveness. However,
as shown here, the software has a strong effect on results and care must be taken in comparing results
between studies using the same instrument, but different software versions. The classifier software is
essentially a black box but, in principle, takes information about the recorded clicks (such as frequency,
inter‐click interval, intensity, and bandwidth) and compares this against click train properties for a
variety of cetaceans in an attempt to automatically classify the click origin. Those that are suspected to
be biological in origin are assigned a quality based on the match – low, medium, or high. General
practice is to perform analysis only on medium or high quality detections. Low quality detections are
only used when animal abundance is so low as to preclude sufficient information for statistically
relevant analysis (not the case for Admiralty Inlet).
Post‐classification echolocation data is presented and analyzed using a metric of Detection Positive
Minutes (DPM). DPM (alternatively referred to as Porpoise Positive Minutes, PPM) are defined as a
minute in which at least one high or medium quality porpoise click train is classified. DPM specifically
refer to narrow‐band high frequency (NBHF, porpoise) detections in the context of this study. DPM are a
commonly used unit for measuring cetacean echolocation (e.g., Kyhn et al., 2008). Counting intervals of
time with confirmed detections reduces the chance for bias created by particularly vocal animals
(Mellinger, et al., 2007). Therefore, the use of this metric strengthens the assumption of independence
of observations for statistical inference testing and modeling. DPM provide no resolution for identifying
the number of animals present. Conclusions can only be drawn on presence or absence and relative
echolocation activity without a co‐temporal visual observation study (e.g., as described in Kyhn et al,
2012). No focal animal tracking observations with sufficient location accuracy were available for this
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study 4. DPM are reported and analyzed over deployment days and hours. DPM per hour ranges from 0
to a maximum of 60 – indicating no minutes with confirmed click train detections in an hour or all
minutes with at least one confirmed detection, respectively. DPM per day are similarly defined over a
range of 0 to 1440. For reasons discussed in § 2.3.3, only harbor porpoise DPM are presented here.
All of this does, perhaps, beg the question – why not simply use a recording hydrophone to capture click
train data along with all other ambient noise and identify echolocation activity with open‐source
algorithms in post‐processing? The answer lies in the required bandwidth to conduct such studies.
Harbor porpoise echolocation frequencies are around 120 kHz. Resolving signals at this frequency
requires a sampling frequency of at least 240 kHz – more likely 300 kHz to prevent problems associated
with signal detection close to the Nyquist cut‐off (1/2 the sampling frequency). Assuming hydrophone
data is digitized with 16‐bit resolution, 90 days of continuous monitoring would require more than 4 TB
of storage. High‐end recording hydrophones (e.g., JASCO Applied Sciences Advanced Multi‐channel
Acoustic Recorder, AMAR has 2 TB of storage) approach this requirement, but post‐processing and
archiving of this volume of data is non‐trivial. The C‐POD and T‐POD, on the other hand, monitor
continuously, but store only information about the click trains, such that 90 days of monitoring requires
less than 4 GB of data storage and post‐processed time series of classified trains are on the order of 0.1
GB, simplifying data archiving and analysis.
2.3.2

Results

Comparison of C‐POD and T‐POD Results
Figure 13 shows a comparison of porpoise detection positive minutes per day (medium or high quality
detections) for a one year period from May 2010 – May 2011. For the four underlying deployments, the
same C‐POD and T‐POD units were used (prior research by Kyhn et al. (2008) indicates that relative
sensitivity differences between T‐POD instruments exist) and the instrumentation package (SS #02) was
deployed at approximately the same geographic coordinates. Comparisons are shown between version
1 of the C‐POD classifier, version 2 of the C‐POD classifier, and the T‐POD classifier. All instruments show
the same relative trends in echolocation activity (which are described further in § 4.1). However, in
absolute terms, the results are significantly different. Version 2 of the C‐POD classifier significantly
increased porpoise detections relative to Version 1. The C‐POD was, in fact, initially less sensitive than its
T‐POD predecessor when using the Version 1 classifier, but Version 2 of the classifier has significantly
improved upon this and the C‐POD now appears to have superior sensitivity to the T‐POD.

4

The District did position marine mammal observers on Admiralty Head in 2009 and 2010 to evaluate
presence/absence of marine mammals. However, tracking the trajectory of harbor porpoise relative to the
instrumentation packages deployed at this time were not undertaken as part of that study.
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Figure 13 – Porpoise dettection positive
e minutes per day, as classiffied by differen
nt instrument//software
combinatio
ons.

Spatial Va
ariability
Table 4 sh
hows average
e detection po
ositive minute
es per day forr each instrum
mentation paackage
deployme
ent. Quantitattive analysis of
o spatial tren
nds throughoout is not posssible (due to both interference
between the
t C‐PODs and
a Doppler profilers
p
on so
ome platform
ms as well as sseasonal trends in echoloccation
activity), but
b a qualitattive descriptio
on is possible
e. Echolocatioon activity is ggenerally high
h in the vicinitty of
Admiraltyy Head (define
ed as the proposed deployyment site annd the areas tto the east an
nd west of thee
headland). In particulaar, as shown in Figure 14, echolocation
e
activity is mu
uch higher near the headlaand in
Admiraltyy Inlet than in the Bay of Fu
undy (or Strangford Loughh – not shown
n). Echolocation activity
appears to be much lower in the ce
enter of the ch
hannel. This i s likely due to
o variations in
d prey
n habitat and
he areas close
e to the head
dland and the center of Ad
dmiralty Inlet.
abundancce between th
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Table 4 – Temporal‐spat
T
tial variability in
i porpoise de
etection positivve minutes peer day. Asteriskk denotes
significantt interference between
b
the C‐POD
C
and Dop
ppler profiler o
on the instrum
mentation platfform (§ 2.4.3)..
Feb – May
May – Aug
Aug – Novv
Nov – Feeb
Feb – M
May
May – Aug
2010
2011
2011
1
2010
2010
2011
SS #01
170*
293
SS #02
401
490
410
380
SS #03
297
452
34*
224**

Figure 14 – Detection po
ositive minutess per hour: Admiralty Inlet – turbine deplo
oyment site, A
Admiralty Inlet –
noise habituation study site (§ 4.3), Baay of Fundy (so
ource: UW‐NN
NMREC and SM
MRU, Ltd.)

2.3.3
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C‐POD Deeployments in High Currentt Environmen
nts
C‐PODs haave relativelyy few configurration settinggs exposed too the user. Ho
owever, it is p
possible to sett the
“buffer sizze” and the high
h pass filter frequency. The
T buffer sizze defines thee maximum n
number of cliccks
that can be
b logged durring a single minute
m
before
e the C‐POD w
will discontinu
ue recording until the next
minute starts. This is a protective measure
m
from a data storagge standpointt. Clicks deteccted by the C
C‐POD
b associated
d with sonar aactivity or nattural ambientt sources (succh as
may be biiological in orrigin, or may be
sediment movement). Because the C‐POD has finite storage ccapacity, if a non‐biologicaal source is
he vicinity of the instrument, it is cruciaal that these n
not fill the avvailable storagge
producingg “clicks” in th
within a short time. Sim
milarly, the high pass filterr sets the minnimum frequeency for click detection.
Initial C‐POD deployme
ents had a relatively high number
n
of “c lipped minutes”, that is, m
minutes in wh
hich
e the end of th
he minute. A strong relatio
on between cclipping and
the bufferr limit was reached before
current ve
elocity was ob
bserved (i.e., clipping was more prevaleent during strrong currentss). We now
understan
nd that this iss caused by hiigh frequencyy (e.g., > 20 k Hz) sound pro
oduced by mobilization off
sediment,, gravel, and shell
s
hash on the cobbled seabed (Basssett et al., in pprep). The solution to this
problem (arrived
(
at through a test of
o multiple C‐‐PODs with diifferent filter and buffer seettings) was tto
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t high pass filter frequen
ncy from 20 kHz
k to 40 kHz . This reduced the number of clipped
increase the
minutes, without
w
significantly reduccing the number of porpoiise detections (the more b
bandwidth the C‐
POD has to
t work with, the greater the
t chance off making a higgh‐quality porpoise classiffication). This
does, how
wever, likely reduce
r
the ab
bility of the claassifier to dettect Southern
n Resident killer whales, w
which
echolocatte at frequenccies closer to the high‐pass filter cut‐offf (i.e., around
d 50 kHz) than harbor porp
poise.
The altern
native is, of co
ourse, to incrrease the bufffer limit. How
wever, tests in
ndicated that increasing th
he
buffer lim
mit would resu
ult in the storage capacity of the C‐POD
Ds being exceeeding prior to
o deploymentt and
would cau
use gaps in th
he data set.
Doppler Profiler
P
Interfeerence
Per manufacturer discllaimer, C‐POD
Ds are sensitivve to interferrence by activve sonars and
d Chelonia, Ltd.
does not recommend placing
p
these on the same
e platform as a Doppler pro
ofiler. That beeing said, unless
the instru
uments are co
o‐located tren
nds in presencce/absence oof marine mam
mmals that m
may be associated
with the strength
s
of tid
dal currents cannot
c
be asccertained. Succh informatio
on is crucial to
o establishingg
probable exposure to turbine
t
stresssors that mayy also vary witth current veelocity (e.g., so
ound produceed by
nes).
the turbin
Over the course
c
of thiss project, C‐PO
ODs were deployed on plaatforms with three modelss of Doppler
profiler (aa 300 kHz RDI Workhorse, a 470 kHz No
ortek Contine ntal, and a 6000 kHz Nortek AWAC). As part
of a separrate project, C‐PODs
C
have also been deployed with a 1000 kHz Nortek AWAC. During that
experiment, three C‐PO
ODs were dep
ployed on a Sea
S Spider (SSS #04) in the cconfiguration
n shown in Figgure
d
in Admiralty Inlett within a few
w hundred meeters of SS #0
02 and SS #03
3
15. This package was deployed
e to August 20
011. For the first
f
30 days of
o the deploy ment, the Do
oppler profiler was switcheed
from June
off. For th
he second 30 days of the deployment,
d
the
t Doppler pprofiler samplled continuou
usly at 1 Hz. A
All
three C‐PO
ODs were con
nfigured with
h the same bu
uffer and filte r settings. Fo
or the first 30 days, all threee C‐
PODs dete
ected a statisstically similarr number of harbor
h
porpo ise echolocattions. Howeveer, once the
Doppler profiler
p
switch
hed on, C‐POD
D #3 did not detect
d
furtheer echolocatio
on activity, wh
hile detection
ns for
C‐PODs #1
1 and #2 were relatively unchanged. C‐‐PODs #2 andd #3 are nearlyy equivalent distance and
orientatio
on relative to the Doppler profiler, whicch supports thhe manufactu
urer assertion
n that active ssonar
interferen
nce has strongg spatial senssitivity and caan be significaant.

Figure 15 – C‐POD/Dopp
pler profiler intterference testt configuration
n (top view)

In light off these resultss, UW‐NNMREC and Chelo
onia, Ltd. deveeloped a postt hoc test for Doppler proffiler
interferen
nce. Click trains from each instrument were
w
process ed using stan
ndard techniq
ques and then
n re‐
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processed using a high‐pass filter from 120 – 160 kHz. The high‐pass filtering degrades the number of
high quality click train classifications and manual review suggests that the classifier reliability is
significantly compromised (i.e., results are not as suitable for quantitative analysis as unfiltered
processing). If the Doppler profile has not interfered with the C‐POD, the average number of detection
positive minutes per day will be similar for the filtered and unfiltered data (i.e., within ± 10%). If
interference is occurring, these metrics will vary by up to 100%. Using this technique, UW‐NNMREC
confirmed that no appreciable interference occurred with the 470 kHz Nortek Continental. Only
moderate interference is indicated for one deployment with the 300 kHz RDI Workshop and the first two
deployments on SS #03 with the 600 kHz Nortek AWAC (i.e., filtered and unfiltered results vary by less
than 25%), but during the last two, significant interference is indicated (i.e., filtered and unfiltered
results vary by more than 50%). The sole difference between the deployments with the Nortek AWAC
was the sampling configuration for the AWAC in terms of ping interval.
These results suggest that Doppler profilers and C‐PODs can be deployed on the same platform without
interference, but requires careful planning. We recommend that if these instruments are to be placed
on the same platform that a short test deployment be conducted in an area with known harbor porpoise
echolocation activity (i.e., deployment for 1‐2 days). The high‐pass filter test described above can then
be applied to evaluate whether interference has occurred. If interference occurs, C‐POD orientation
relative to the profiler should be adjusted and the process repeated until low‐interference operation is
achieved. This test is time consuming and would be required even for changes in the sampling
configuration for the profiler, even if instrument orientation does not change.
Inter‐instrument Comparability
In‐situ comparisons between C‐PODs, even those on the same platform is challenging given the focused
beam pattern of porpoise echolocations. This is compounded by the presence of active sonars on the
Sea Spiders, which may subtly affect click train detections. However, over the course of this study and
other, similar activities, in Admiralty Inlet funded under separate awards, a few C‐PODs were observed
to be consistently biased in echolocation detections (both high and low). SMRU, Ltd. and Acadia
University have had the same experience in C‐PODs used for studies in the Bay of Fundy. While
Chelonia, Ltd. maintains that sensitivity is calibrated in their laboratory and there is not a difference
between instruments, prior research has demonstrated inter‐instrument variability for T‐PODs (Kyhn et
al., 2008). We suspect that similar variability may exist for C‐PODs and recommend that procedures be
developed for field calibration of instrument sensitivity. Rotation of PODs within a sampling scheme may
provide an alternative means to assess inter‐instrument sensitivity variability.
Detection of Southern Resident Killer Whales
A significant advantage of the C‐POD over the T‐POD is its ability to monitor for echolocations over the
full instrument bandwidth. In order to detect killer whales with a T‐POD, one or more of the five
channels needs to be configured to bandpass killer whale echolocation signals. However, a T‐POD
configured exclusively in this manner will not detect harbor porpoise echolocation. Splitting the
channels between harbor porpoise and killer whales allows for detection of both species, but at lower
duty cycle than if all channels were allocated to one species. The C‐POD, however, can detect either
species in a continuous manner.
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Over the course of this study, very few medium or high quality “dolphin” detections were made by the
classifier. A “dolphin” detection in Admiralty Inlet would likely be a Southern Resident killer whale. This
lack of detections is likely a combination of three factors. First, Southern Residents are much less
common than harbor porpoise in Admiralty Inlet, averaging approximately 40 transits per year (Wood et
al., 2009). Second, by adjusting the high pass filter on the C‐POD to mitigate the problem of sediment‐
induced “click trains” the classification algorithm would be less likely to automatically identify killer
whale click trains, even if they are logged by the instrument. Finally, the C‐POD classifier is, presently,
most accurate for porpoises (POD stands for POrpoise Detector) and Chelonia, Ltd. has relatively little
experience with classifying killer whale echolocations. Manual review of C‐POD data at times when killer
whales were known to be present in Admiralty Inlet reveals probable killer whale click trains that are not
usually classified (though at least one confirm classification occurred during initial C‐POD deployments in
2009). This information has been passed along to Chelonia, Ltd. to be incorporated in newer versions of
the software that may be better suited to detecting killer whale echolocation.
2.4

Shore‐based Infrared Monitoring of Marine Mammals

The objective of shore‐based infrared monitoring of marine mammals was to detect marine mammals
based on the relative difference between their bodies and the water surface. As described in Graber et
al. (2011), infrared imaging is able to produce striking representations of marine mammals and enable
efficient, automated detection algorithms but it is actually a difference in emissivity that produces the
apparent temperature difference between the marine mammals and the water surface.
2.4.1

Approach

Infrared and visual imagery were collected at Lime Kiln Park, Washington from July 6 – July 9, 2010.
Three cameras in a protective housing were mounted to the railing of the Lime Kiln Park lighthouse
(Latitude 48°30'57"N Longitude 123° 9'9"W) at a height of 13 meters above sea level. The cameras were
positioned to face west towards, Victoria BC and had an incidence angle with the water surface of 72°.
The infrared camera used is a FLIR ThermoVision A40M uncooled microbolometer with an 18 mm lens
(7.5‐14μm, 37° horizontal field of view, 320x240 pixels).
The collected footage was reviewed to identify whale sitings and those sections were exported from
Streams 5 DVR recording software to 16 bit binary format (.raw). The binary files were then read into
MATLAB for analysis. Footage of whales was separated into sections of 3 minutes or less (<1350 frames)
to enable efficient processing. To identify stationary pixels (due to sensor or lens drift), the mean image
was calculated by taking the mean pixel value over all frames within each section. The mean image was
then removed from each frame, resulting in an image corrected for drift in the mean. Care was taken to
ensure each section of footage has at least 200 frames without whales, so the mean image is not
significantly biased by the temperature increase associated with whales surfacing. The pixel value of the
corrected frames was then translated from “counts” associated with the FLIR’s raw signal to
temperature contrast (°C) by using a calibration equation relation supplied by the manufacturer.
2.4.2

Results

During the four days of field observations, Southern Resident killer whales (SRKW) passed Lime Kiln Park
11 times. Out of these 11 passes, 8 were recorded with the IR camera. During daylight hours the
recording on all cameras was initiated by reports of whales in the area by the Orca Network or the
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useum’s hydrrophone arrayy. Nighttime footage
f
was rrecorded thro
oughout the night and
Whale Mu
reviewed the next morrning. Figure 16 shows an example of ffootage recorrded at 3:48 o
on July 7th.
t dorsal fin,, blow, and body were all ddistinguishab
ble in the reco
orded infrared
As shown in Figure 1, the
O these three
e potential de
etection targe
ets, the dorsaal fin is the on
nly one with a fairly predicctable
footage. Of
relative angle to the se
ea surface. Although the angle betweenn the fin and sea surface vvaries from fin
n to
fin, they remain
r
relativvely close to 90°.
9

Figure 16 – Infrared imaggery of Southe
ern Resident killer whales reecorded from LLime Kiln Statee Park on San JJuan
Island inclu
uding the outp
put of the auto
omated detecttion algorithm
m. Whales are d
distinguished ffrom backgrou
und
variations and highlighte
ed with a boun
nding rectangle. Range and ttemperature ccontrast betweeen the whales and
water surfface are also displayed.

Figure 17 – Infrared imagge of potential targets for ce
etacean detecttion. Color maap has been ad
djusted to enhance
visual conttrast. Color bar shows tempe
erature contraast from the seea surface meaan (°C).

All detections are show
wn in Figure 18.
1 With the camera
c
system
m used for th
his test (FLIR A
A40M with a wide
angle lenss), detectionss at ranges gre
eater than 15
50m were nott common an
nd high‐qualitty detections were
limited to
o a range of le
ess than 100 m.
m This limitation is impos ed by cameraa resolution, tthe lens field of
view, and number of pixels
p
required
d to positivelyy detect a tarrget. The imagge shown in FFigure 17 is at
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mposed of 10’ss of pixels. Att further rangge, targets con
nsist of only a few pixels aand
close rangge and is com
detection is more difficcult.

Figure 18 – Southern Ressident killer whale
w
detection
ns over a threee day observattion at Lime Kiiln State Park, San
Juan Island
d, Washington
n. Color contou
urs denote pixe
el size in meteers. Each colored dot (red, yeellow, green)
denotes a detected Soutthern Residentt killer whale on
o the surface . Dot color den
notes detectio
on confidence
011).
(source: Graber et al., 20

For the Diistrict’s project in Admiraltty Inlet, Grab
ber et al. (201 1) estimates that an infrarred camera w
would
improve the
t availability of shore‐baased observattions to 67% oof the time, rrelative to 39%
% for visual
cameras (accounting
(
fo
or reduced avvailability dep
pending on vi sible light, seea state, and ffog). Howeveer,
detection requires at le
east two pixe
els per target and classificaation on the o
order of ten p
pixels per targget.
The current generation
n of infrared cameras
c
gene
erally have a maximum resolution of 64
40 x 480 pixels
(one manufacturer offers a 1024 x 1024
1
pixel camera). Given that the projject site lies 1 km offshoree, it is
mmals using an infrared caamera and naarrow angle lens, but not
likely posssible to detecct marine mam
classify th
hen. Classificaation using inffrared cameraas would req uire (1) multiiple cameras, (2) a scannin
ng
survey me
ethodology sw
weeping the project area, or (3) a foveaal view system
m in which a camera with a
wide angle lens is used
d to detect targets and dire
ect a camera with a very n
narrow angle lens to achieve
classificattion. None of these approaaches is ideal and all wouldd be costly to
o implement.
2.4.3

Leessons Learneed

Infrared spectrum
s
optiics can detectt marine mam
mmals with grreater availab
bility than visual spectrum
m
optics. Un
nfortunately, the resolution of the curre
ent generatioon of infrared
d cameras is lo
ow in comparrison
to visual spectrum
s
cam
meras and the
e cost is substtantially higheer (i.e., $20‐$$50k for a 640
0 x 480 infrareed
camera ve
ersus $3k for a machine vision optical camera
c
with 22452 x 2056 rresolution). The image con
ntract
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for marine mammals observed by infrared cameras is, however, significantly higher than for visual
spectrum cameras. As discussed in Graber et al. (2011), marine mammals have a high apparent
temperature contrast relative to the water, not because their skin is much warmer in absolute terms,
but because their bodies are at a higher incidence angle than the water surface (i.e., a fin is nominally at
a 90o incidence angle to the water surface). Consequently, their emissivity is much higher than the water
surface and an apparent temperature difference is observed. This high contrast can be exploited by
automated image processing (a basic algorithm is presented in Graber et al.) to detect, with high
accuracy, targets in the field of view. These detections could then, in theory, be compared against co‐
temporal observations with a wide‐angle, high resolution optical spectrum camera to identify the target.
This could be used as a pre‐processing step to reduce the effort (either software or manual) required for
marine mammal detection and classification using visual spectrum camera observations.
2.5

Shore‐based Vessel Traffic Monitoring

The US Coast Guard requires all vessels exceeding 300 tons gross weight and those carrying passengers
to be equipped with Automatic Identification System (AIS) transponders. AIS transmissions are primarily
used for real‐time collision avoidance, but, if transmissions are logged by a receiver, they can be used to
assess vessel traffic patterns. The objective in deploying a receiver was to better understand the
contribution of vessel traffic noise to ambient noise levels at this site.
2.5.1

Approach

Automatic Identification Systems operate on frequencies adjacent to VHF channels used for maritime
communications. As such, the range of an AIS receiver is constrained similarly to other radio signals by
line of site to the transmission source and weather conditions. Washington State Parks granted
permission for an AIS antenna and receiver to be deployed on the historic Admiralty Head lighthouse.
The lighthouse is the highest point on the Whidbey Island side of Admiralty Inlet and affords an excellent
view. Under most conditions, it was possible to receive AIS transmissions to a range of 20 km. A receiver
and logging system is relatively inexpensive and easy to assemble. The system for this project consisted
of:





AIS receiver (class A and B signals, e.g., Comar AIS‐2‐USB ~$400)
AIS antenna (e.g., Shakespeare 5250‐AIS ~$100)
Low‐cost desk top computer with upgraded hard disk storage (~$600)
Misc. cables (e.g., USB, Ethernet ~$30)

The receiver logs approximately 5 MB of ship traffic each day, which is straightforward to process and
archive, even on an annual basis.
While vessels are underway, they broadcast their MMSI number (a unique identifier), location, speed,
and heading up to twice per second. They also transmit descriptive information (e.g., flag, draft, length,
vessel class) once every six minutes. A Python software package (NOAA data version 0.43) was used to
decode AIS transmissions into at flat text format for further manipulation. These transmissions were
then aggregated into one minute intervals for further statistical processing.
2.5.2 Results
The recorded AIS transmissions provide considerable insight into vessel traffic patterns in Admiralty Inlet
over a range of time scales. Figure 19 shows vessel traffic patterns for a one month period (June, 2010)
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miralty Head. Blue lines denote ferry traaffic (Washinggton State ferrries – Keysto
one‐
in close viicinity to Adm
Port Town
nsend route),, while white lines denote other commeercial and passsenger traffiic. The red triiangle
denotes the area unde
er consideration for tidal energy develoopment by Snohomish Pub
blic Utility District.
onstrates one
e of the leadin
ng rationales for siting thee project off A
Admiralty Heaad –
This visuaalization demo
namely th
he site is not outside
o
of ferrry and comm
mercial shippinng lanes and infrequently traversed by
other trafffic (primarily slower moving tugs). Thiss information was used by the District aand Sound & Sea
Technologgy to perform
m a navigation
nal risk assesssment for thee Coast Guard
d in response to stakeholder
concerns.

Figure 19 – Vessel trafficc patterns off Admiralty
A
Head. White liness are commerccial shipping traffic, blue linees are
ferry traffiic, and the red triangle is the
e region being investigated b
by Snohomish Public Utility District for tidal
energy devvelopment. Ve
essel tracks are
e for June 2010
0 and are reprresentative of typical month
hly traffic.

Figure 20 shows ship track density for
f one year of
o observatio ns in the projject area. Den
nsities are
d in terms of “vessel‐minutes”, that is, the
t number oof minutes that vessels of a particular cclass
presented
(i.e., cargo
o, tug or tankker) spent witthin a 100 m x 100 m grid ccell. Long‐terrm ship trafficc patterns aree
evident. For
F example, the
t federal trraffic separation zone in A
Admiralty Inlett is clear, with the separattion
between northbound and
a southbou
und lanes. Ne
early all cargoo traffic through Admiraltyy Inlet is coming
from the Pacific, where
eas tanker traaffic diverges, with some ttraffic headed
d towards thee Straits of Juan de
h to the refine
eries near An acortes. Finally, passenger ship traffic is
Fuca and other traffic headed north
ed by the crosss‐channel rou
ute between Admiralty Heead and Port TTownsend.
dominate
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Figure 20 – Ship traffic density
d
map plo
otted on a 100
0 m x 100 m ho
orizontal grid. Each subplot represents an area
with the dimensions of 28
2 km by 40 km
m (source: Basssett et al., subbmitted)

In Bassettt et al. (submiitted), AIS and
d hydrophone
e data are co mbined to deevelop a vessel noise budgget
for Admirralty Inlet (as has been don
ne for a few other
o
areas arround the Un
nited States w
with high trafffic
densities)) and assess the contribution of vessel noise
n
to ambiient noise. A simple modeel to represent the
contributiion of vessel noise to ambient noise is presented,
p
baased solely on
n vessel type and distancee to
the receivver. As shown
n in Figure 21,, the model envelope
e
capttures 90% of the temporall variability in
n
ambient noise
n
for Adm
miralty Inlet su
uggesting thaat during all b ut the quieteest periods, veessel noise
dominate
es ambient no
oise in Admiraalty Inlet.
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Figure 21 ‐ Cumulative probability
p
disttributions of underwater am
mbient noise in
n study area fo
or measuremen
nts
(all ambien
nt noise sources) and the mo
odel for vessell noise. The grray envelope o
of modeled noiise representss
predicted received levels using a transsmission loss coefficient
c
of 115 to 16.

2.5.3

Leessons Learneed

This proje
ect demonstraates the value
e of collectingg and archivinng AIS data fo
or vessel trafffic around maarine
and hydro
okinetic energgy sites. First,, these data can
c inform sitting decisionss that minimizze stakeholdeer
conflict orr enable deve
elopers to pro
oactively iden
ntify conflicts with specific stakeholder groups. For
example, in Admiralty Inlet, most ve
essel traffic th
hrough the p roject area iss associated w
with tug and b
barge
traffic, ratther than com
mmercial ship
pping. This infformation alloowed the Disttrict to condu
uct a navigational
risk assessment for the
e pilot projectt for a relatively narrow seet of vessel tyypes. Second,, these data
ext for interpreting pre‐insstallation acooustic measurrements. In th
he case of thee
provide essential conte
Admiraltyy Inlet, at freq
quencies belo
ow 1 kHz, amb
bient noise is dominated b
by vessel trafffic sources. Fiinally,
these data can help to structure post‐installation
n acoustic moonitoring activvities. In the case of Admiralty
Inlet, thesse data sugge
est that acousstic characterization of thee turbine be u
undertaken during the early
morning hours
h
(i.e., temporal minim
mum in ambie
ent noise shoown in Figure 12) to minim
mize masking o
of
turbine so
ound by other anthropoge
enic sound sources. These data can be ccollected auto
onomously an
nd at
low cost using
u
off‐the‐shelf compon
nents.
Note, how
wever, the no
ot all users correctly prograam their AIS ttransponderss, which can cconfound
interpretaation of data. For example
e, a small num
mber of vesse ls improperlyy program theeir MMSI num
mber,
and there
efore, vessel information (llength, draft, type, etc.) caannot be verified against aavailable
databasess. More comm
mon are imprroperly assign
ned vessel lenngth or vessell type. This is generally mo
ore of
problem from
f
small tugs, fishing vessels, and reccreational craaft making voluntary use o
of AIS than forr
large com
mmercial vesse
els (cargo and
d tankers).
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3

Task 2: Turbine Sound

The objective of this task was to provide guidance on the expected sound profile for the District’s pilot
project to enable regulatory decision making and to inform Task 4 experiments (effect of sound on
marine animals). The intended approach was to deploy an acoustic projector within the project area to
simulate the noise signature of a hydrokinetic turbine (i.e., conduct a playback experiment) in order to
evaluate the consequences of non‐uniform sound propagation in Admiralty Inlet. Though the objectives
were achieved through a combination of analysis and in situ experiments with a tonal source, the
simulated playback approach proved untenable for reasons described in § X. While knowledge of
turbine noise has advanced over the course of this study, significant uncertainties remain that are only
likely to be resolved through post‐installation monitoring of pilot projects.
In order to understand the outcomes of this task, it is helpful to lay out the timeline for how
understanding of turbine sound has evolved over the course of the project. At the time this study began,
the best (and only) estimate for the source level of sound produced by an OpenHydro turbine was a
figure of 162 dB re 1µPa at 1 m (Subacoustech, 2008). This was a broadband estimate, integrating
measured turbine sound over all frequency bands. The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
considers Level B harassment of marine mammals to occur when broadband received levels5 exceed 120
dB re 1µPa. Consequently, a playback at this source level would require an Incidental Harassment
Authorization (IHA) from NMFS. Because marine mammal hearing is frequency dependent, as is the
response of underwater speakers, pursuit of an IHA required more than a broadband estimate (both to
specify the sound exposure for marine mammals and specify the equipment used to produce this
exposure). However, by the time discussions regarding a playback experiment began in early 2010 with
NMFS, OpenHydro had concluded that the towed hydrophone methodology was likely flawed (in
retrospect, a correct conclusion) and planned to undertake additional measurements of turbine sound
at the European Marine Energy Center (EMEC, 6 m turbine) and in the Bay of Fundy (10 m turbine). At
the time, the District’s project consisted of a pair of 10 m turbines and measurements from a device of
the same scale in the Bay of Fundy were considered preferable.
Measurements from the Bay of Fundy were not, however, productive. Anecdotally, the initial survey
technique involved holding station with a survey vessel with the hydrophone streamed out behind. This
badly contaminated the measurement of turbine noise with engine noise and flow noise. Drifting
measurements undertaken in 2010 were also unsuccessful as the turbine blades had experienced a
structural failure in late 2009 due to higher than expected loads. This was not, however, apparent until
the turbine was recovered in late 2010 (well after the noise survey had been undertaken) because the
turbine was not grid connected, acoustic communications had been lost shortly after deployment, and
tidal conditions in the Bay of Fundy are significantly extreme as to complicate even basic maintenance
intervention with an ROV.
The blade failure on the 10 m OpenHydro turbine had two direct impacts on this project. First, in late
2010 attention turned to interpreting experimental results from noise monitoring of the 6 m OpenHydro
turbine at EMEC and scaling those results up to estimate source levels for a pair of 10 m turbines in
5

Received levels are sound level interpreted by a receiver, biological or mechanical (i.e., a hydrophone). Received
levels are lower than source levels due to spreading and absorption of acoustic power.
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Puget Sound. This was completed in January 2011 and provided the first complete look at the spectrum
of turbine noise. It also demonstrated that a number of significant uncertainties remained in the
understanding of the turbine sound profile. For example, because no simultaneous measurements of
ambient noise were undertaken, the contribution of received levels from ambient noise sources and
turbine noise sources could not be directly determined. Further, as discussed in § X, it was not possible
to establish a relation between the turbine sound profile and power generation state (i.e., if the turbines
would generate more or less sound when tidal currents were higher or lower than during the
measurements at EMEC). Measurements indicated that the highest intensity turbine sound occurs at
frequencies below 1000 Hz, with tonal clusters at frequencies around 15 Hz, 160 Hz, and 500 Hz. Low
frequency sound is difficult to produce in a controlled manner. Consequently, the decision was made to
decouple the question of sound propagation in Admiralty Inlet from the question of the turbine sound
profile. In doing so, a relatively high frequency acoustic source (10 kHz) could be operated at sufficiently
low intensity (less than 120 dB) to gain insight into sound propagation in the project area without the
need for an IHA. NMFS concurred with this approach in its response to a Biological Opinion in the
summer of 2011. In August, 2011, source propagation tests were conducted in Admiralty Inlet.
The second effect of the blade failure in the Bay of Fundy was a change to the Admiralty Inlet pilot
project. During the summer of 2011, the District and OpenHydro determined that the turbines to be
used in Admiralty Inlet should be 6 m, rather than 10 m variants. This was based on an analysis of the
structural loading data obtained from the Bay of Fundy and comparison to expected loads in Puget
Sound. In the first quarter of 2012, NNMREC undertook an analysis of turbine sound based on the 6 m
turbines at EMEC and combined this with the understanding of ambient noise in Admiralty Inlet to
produce a probabilistic estimate of turbine noise as it pertains to detectability by marine mammals. The
draft version of this analysis was included with the District’s FERC license filing on March 1, 2012.
Submission of this analysis (authored by NNMREC, SMRU Ltd., OpenHydro, and NMFS) is expected in the
second quarter of this year.
Our understanding of turbine noise continues to evolve and, while significant progress has been made
since 2010, a number of questions remain that will need to be addressed through thoughtful monitoring
of pilot projects. Here, we summarize the sound profile of an OpenHydro turbine, the development of a
framework to assess the effects of turbine noise in Admiralty Inlet, and the results from the tonal sound
propagation test in Admiralty Inlet.
3.1

Turbine Sound Profile

To date, there has been no comprehensive characterization of tidal turbine noise. Some acoustic data
have been collected (Davidson and Mallows, 2005; Verdant Power, 2010; Ocean Renewable Power
Company, 2011), but generally lack context (e.g., quantification of ambient noise in the absence of
turbine operation). This limited data set is, in part, attributable to the challenge of collecting acoustic
data in such high velocities, as described in this report. Polagye et al. (in prep) includes a reanalysis of
data collected by the Scottish Association for Marine Science from a 6 m OpenHydro turbine operating
at the European Marine Energy Center (Figure 22).
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The objecctives of the tonal propagaation experim
ment were twoofold:
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1. To obtain information about site‐specific sound propagation in Admiralty Inlet that could be
used to assess whether turbines generate omnidirectional or directional sound during post
installation studies.
2. To compare drifting hydrophone data collection (two types) against bottom deployed
hydrophones in order to evaluate the effectiveness of these approaches for post‐installation
monitoring of turbine noise.
Proper measurement of acoustic transmission losses is dependent on reliable source levels from the
projector. Prior to fieldwork, the acoustic projector system was calibrated in a tank at the Applied
Physics Laboratory. An Agilent 33220A Arbitrary Waveform Generator connected to the full‐length cable
and the source was used to generate source functions. The output was monitored with an oscilloscope
connected to a Navy Standard calibration hydrophone one‐meter form the source. The calibration
procedure was used to create a curve of acoustic source levels versus voltage input from the function
generator.
Two research vessels, the R/V Jack Robertson and the R/V Inferno, were used in the field campaign for
deployment of the acoustic source and the deployment/recovery of passive acoustic monitoring
instrumentation, respectively.
The R/V Inferno powered the acoustic source using a battery to produce a clean signal. The acoustic
source was connected to a 50‐meter cable and to the function generator. Weights were attached to the
source cable to reduce the line angle and a cable fairing was used to reduce cable strum. During
playbacks, 40 meters of cable (referenced to the surface) were deployed. An Onset HOBO U20 water
level data logger mounted on the cable just above the source was used to log the source depth and
account for line angle due to the current. Playbacks consisted of a 10 kHz pure sine wave on a 50% duty
cycle (10 seconds on, ten seconds off) continuously during passive acoustic monitoring drifts to allow for
measurements of ambient noise conditions between playbacks.
The R/V Jack Robertson was used for the deployment and recovery of three passive acoustic monitoring
systems: three Sea Spiders deployed in May 2011 (and recovered at the conclusion of the propagation
test), a near‐surface drifter, and two cabled hydrophones. As described in § 2.1, each tripod was
equipped with a Loggerhead DSG, a self‐contained system consisting of a Hi‐Tech (96‐min) hydrophone,
an internal preamplifier, and a data acquisition. The effective frequency response of the systems is ‐166
dB re 1 V/Pa. The duty‐cycles were limited by the available memory based on the deployment
durations. Two systems recorded at 80 kHz on a 50% duty‐cycle (30 seconds every minute). The final
system recorded at 80 kHz on a 100% duty‐cycle. For this experiment, SS #02 and #03 (described
previously) were used, as well as SS #06, a platform developed under funding for a separate project.
The second system that was used was a drifter (SWIFT) allowing acoustic measurements near the
surface while drifting with the current. As with the Drifting Ears approach described in § 3.1, this
minimizes contamination of recordings by flow noise. The SWIFT (Thomson, 2011), was also equipped
with a QStarz BT‐Q1000 GPS and accelerometer, a GoPro Hero video camera for monitoring surface
conditions in the vicinity of the drifter, a Kestral 4500 NV anemometer, and a Garmin Astro for real‐time
tracking of the drifters. Each SWIFT was also equipped with a Loggerhead DSG, programmed at the
beginning of each day to continuously record one‐minute files at 80 kHz.
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The final passive acoustic monitoring system was two cabled hydrophones deployed directly from the
work deck of the R/V Robertson. Two cabled hydrophones (Cetacean Research Technology C55) were
connected to an IOtech Personal DAQ 3000 and a Panasonic Toughbook for real‐time data acquisition
and storage. The hydrophones were deployed at depths of 40 meters and 20 meters (referenced to the
surface). Two Onset HOBO U20 water level loggers were deployed with the hydrophones to monitor the
actual depths of the hydrophones. During each drift, data was acquired continuously in 60‐second files
sampled at 400 kHz. Data acquisition was triggered manually at the beginning of each drift. An
additional GPS (QStarz BT‐Q1000) was collocated with the hydrophone cables on the deck of the R/V
Robertson to identify the location of each recording.
Data for each hydrophone was processed separately using comparable algorithms. Each recording was
broken up into individual windows with a 50% overlap, the mean was removed, a Hann Window was
applied, and the raw window was scaled to preserve the total variance of the raw signal. A Fast Fourier
Transform is applied to each window and the result is squared and properly normalized to produce the
pressure spectral density. To identify each playback, one‐second averages of the spectra were calculated
over the frequency bands that contain noise from the playback to produce one‐second sound pressure
levels. Each recording was manually processed to identify all recorded playbacks and the mean was
calculated for the received sound pressure level of each playback. For each recording containing the
signal of the acoustic source, the GPS systems were used to determine the geographic location and to
calculate the distance from the source.
3.3.2

Challenges

Two significant challenges exist for the use of active acoustics devices in study sound propagation at
bathymetrically complex sights: regulatory limitations of acceptable source levels for acoustic sources
and obtaining sufficient resolution in space to help account for all variables that impact sound
propagation.
Regulations on source levels (currently an IHA is required for broadband source levels exceeding 120 dB
– which can be generated by banging a hammer against the hull of ship), can limit the effective range of
propagation experiments. As the source level decreases, the resulting signal‐to‐noise ratio of the
playback to ambient noise levels decreases. In busy urban waterways, ambient noise levels, particularly
those with commercial ship traffic are driven by vessel traffic. As was the case in this study, vessel
presence limited the effective the range over which measurements of the source projection could be
obtained.
Sound propagation is affected by variables including sound speed profiles, bottom type, bottom
roughness, wave climate, and bathymetric conditions. Designing an experiment to measure sound
propagation in a region with complex bathymetry requires a high level of effort to achieve meaningful
resolution. This is further complicated when limitations on source levels result in masking of the source
over relatively short distances. Because surveys must be undertaken by free‐drifting platforms (else
propulsion noise obscures the source), data must be collected in the along channel direction,
complicating spatial resolution of transmission losses at different azimuth angles.
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3.3.3

Results
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Figure 27 ‐ Transmission
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Regardless of the sound source and the intensity of sound produced, deploying a sound source for a
playback experiment is challenging. Because it was desirable to be able to adjust the source in real time
(and only broadcast sound while hydrophones were recording), a cabled deployment was required. This,
in turn, necessitated anchoring a surface vessel and allowing the hydrophone to stream out behind. This
created spatial ambiguity in the location of the source in strong, turbulent currents. At long ranges, this
ambiguity is inconsequential, but at short ranges it can confound interpretation of results (and the low
source level decreases the likelihood of a long‐range detection). For future experiments of this type,
deploying the acoustic source on an autonomous bottom mooring would simplify operations and the
interpretation of results, albeit at higher equipment cost.
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4

Task 3: Presence and Behavior of Marine Mammals

The objective of this task was to interpret the presence and behavior of marine mammals within the
study area using data generated by site monitoring (Task 1). This was achieved through statistical
analysis of click data collected by the echolocation hydrophones (specifically, the C‐PODs). A secondary
objective was to incorporate other data, including marine marine vocalizations, land‐based marine
mammal observations, and shore‐based infrared observations to further this interpretation. This could
not be achieved for the following reasons:





As discussed in § 2.3, Southern Resident killer whale echolocation click trains were not reliably
classified by the C‐POD software and transits were too few to achieve statistical power. Harbor
porpoise, which were readily classified by the C‐POD software, do not vocalize at lower
frequencies.
Land‐based marine mammal observations took place primarily before data collection for this
project was underway due to contracting delays in initiating this effort.
The evaluation of the infrared camera determined that, using the current generation
technology, resolution would be too low to effectively monitor marine mammals in Admiralty
Inlet.

Consequently, additional analyses were undertaken to evaluate marine mammal behavior from the
collected data:



4.1
4.1.1

Identification of “landmark” sequences denoting harbor porpoise awareness of the Sea Spider.
A study of the responsiveness of harbor porpoise to an existing anthropogenic noise source in
order to investigate methodologies to detecting responsiveness to turbine noise.
Indirect evaluation of behavioral state through investigation of click train properties, specifically
inter‐click interval (ICI).
Trends in Harbor Porpoise Presence
Approach

Trends in harbor porpoise presence were investigated by a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) with current
speed, day/night, tidal stage (neap/spring), sound exposure level (SEL, M‐weighted to porpoise auditory
sensitivity), months, and seasons as explanatory variables for DPM/hour. GLMs are regression models
that fit data following distributions of the exponential family utilizing linear predictors connected to the
natural mean of the response variable with a link function (Myers et al., 2002). A general expression for
the structure of a GLM with a log link is

  exp(  0   1 x1   2 x 2     n x n )
in which  is the expected value of the response to regression coefficients,  , acting on regressors, x .
GLMs are frequently used to model cetacean echolocation activity. Khyn et al. (2008) have modeled
DPM in response to T‐POD detection sensitivity. Tollit et al. (2011) used location and month as
predictors in a GLM describing DPM at a proposed tidal energy site in the Bay of Fundy. Variation in ICI
and DPM of Heaviside’s Dolphin echolocation were linked to time of day in a study by Leeny, et al.
(2011).
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GLM regression is performed on observed DPM per hour to enable investigation of regressors including
those with necessary resolution of less than one day (e.g. diel variation). Choice of an applicable
exponential distribution for the model is crucial to ensure a good fit. A negative binomial fit
approximates the observed distribution of DPM per hour most accurately and was used for modeling.
Regressors were prepared for inclusion in the model using Matlab (www.mathworks.com). Time series
of DPM derived from the C‐POD data, current velocity from the ADCP, and SEL from the hydrophone
were filtered to only include hours in which uninterrupted data is available for each. For this analysis,
data were derived from four deployments of a single C‐POD (ID# 718) using consistent buffer and filter
settings and deployed in the same location for the duration of the study. Further, clipped hours (hours in
which at least 25% of all minutes had full buffers), are excluded to minimize bias associated with non‐
continuous observation. Of the 8068 hours (336 days) recorded by the C‐POD, applicable hours for
modeling are reduced to 6028 (75%) by clipping and to 5537 (69%) by the need for intersecting data
series for all explanatory variables. Variables for deployment hour, month, and season, water level
above MMLW, neap/spring, and time of day (day/night), were generated for the entire span of the
deployment and then matched against DPM time‐indices. Similarly, current speed, SEL, and the two tidal
state series (water level, position within neap‐spring cycle) were treated as continuous variables for
each hour. Months and seasons were treated as categorical variables, while diel state was a binary
variable. To avoid 24 individual categories for an hour of the day regressor, a 5‐point spline is fit to the
24 hour cycle, creating 5 categories, each spanning multiple hours.
4.1.2

Results

Porpoises are detected in every deployment day, with a minimum of 84 and maximum of 834 DPM per
day, and median of 382 DPM per day (Figure 28). This represent a median total of 6.37 hours porpoise
presence over the course of a 24 hour day. DPM are henceforth analyzed over deployment hours. When
clipped hours are removed, porpoises are detected in 83% (5018 of 6028) of unclipped hours, with a
median of 9 DPM per hour. 60 DPM per hour are observed for 49 hours (0.8%). Rates of detection are
considered high in comparison with other tidal sites (Tollit et al., 2011).
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Figure 28 – DPM
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Figure 31
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Figure
e 32 ‐ Full series GLM. Note: the
e 200 hour running average signnificantly smootthes model outp
put and gives the
imprression of better agreement over short time sccales than is actu
ually observed.
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“Goodnesss of fit” testing, regressorr significance inference, annd model com
evaluatingg residuals an
nd deviance (D
D)

 L(  ) 
D(  )  2 ln 

 L(  ) 
where L(  ) is the like
elihood of the
e fitted model and L (  ) thhat of a saturrated (regresssor‐independ
dent)
model (M
Myers et al., 20
002). Deviancce is approxim
mately χ2 distrributed, allow
wing testing to
o determine iif the
fit model is significantly worse than
n the saturate
ed model. Thuus, models wiith the lowestt deviance relative
es of freedom are favorable (Myers et al.,
a 2002). Relaative regresso
or importancce can be inferred
to degree
by system
matically addin
ng variables to
t the model and observinng their effectts on loweringg the value off the
likelihood
d ratio. This an
nalysis of devviance is perfo
ormed in R w
with the Comp
panion to App
plied Regressiion
package’ss Type II ANOV
VA function. Patterns in de
eviance residduals are inspected to deteermine model
inadequaccies or suggesst “missing piieces”, as residuals in an iddeally well‐fitt model should satisfy a no
ormal
distributio
on (Myers et al., 2002). Th
he autocorrelaation functionn in R is utilized to assess ttrends in the
residuals.
e models are compared
c
forr goodness off fit, followedd by regressorr coefficient aand significan
nce
The three
analysis. Deviance
D
per degrees of frreedom is low
west in the ca se of the dayytime only mo
odel, and similarly
2
higher in the
t cases of the
t nighttime
e and full serie
es models (Taable 5). χ ‐infference testin
ng on the
deviance yields significcant differencces for both the full and niighttime mod
dels, and no significant
e if a p‐value of < 0.01 is co
onsidered the
e criterion forr rejecting thee null hypoth
hesis. This result
difference
implies th
he daytime model predictss DPM/hour better
b
than thhe other two models.
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Table 5 – Goodness of fit comparison
Degrees of
Freedom
(DOF)

Residual
Deviance
(D)

D/DOF

p‐value
2
(χ )

Full Series

5512

6512

1.181

0

Split ‐ Day

1233

1341

1.079

0.017

Split ‐ Night

1071

1255.4

1.172

<0.001

Model

Coefficient interpretation can only be performed on continuous and binary regressors, as linear
coefficiencts are meaningless when applied to categorical variables (e.g. months). The full model
considers all such regressors significant following the above criterion, while the daytime model does not
find current speed or tide height to be significant. Tide height is not significant in the nighttime model
(Table 6). Agreement of coefficient sign is seen between all three models for current speed, neap/spring,
and SEL, higher values of which infulence DPM negatively. Significance and relative importance of all
regressors is evalueated by observing the decrease in the likelihood ratio (and therefore deviance) of
the model (Table 7).
Table 6 ‐ GLM Coefficient Estimates
Full Series

Split‐Day

Split‐Night

Regressor
Coefficient

Std. Error

p‐value

Coefficient

Std. Error

p‐value

Coefficient

Std. Error

p‐value

Intercept

6.147

0.421

<0.001

7.038

1.362

<0.001

5.967

0.505

<0.001

Current Speed

‐0.919

0.034

0.007

‐0.196

0.099

0.049*

‐0.208

0.046

<0.001

Neap/Spring

‐0.182

0.022

<0.001

‐0.278

0.061

<0.001

‐0.192

0.037

<0.001

Tide Height

0.121

0.020

<0.001

0.179

0.077

0.020*

‐0.049

0.042

0.236*

SEL

‐0.022

0.003

<0.001

‐0.047

0.011

<0.001

‐0.016

0.004

<0.001

Day/Night

0.434

0.062

<0.001

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

*Not significant at p<0.01

All regressors are significant in the full model, with hour of the day accounting for the largest drop in
deviance relative to degrees of freedom. A model constructed with hour of the day as the only regressor
results in a deviance per degrees of freedom of 1.178, indicating slightly better performance than the
full model. Current speed, tide height, and season are insignificant in the dayttime model, with months
accounting for the strongest change in deviance. In the nighttime model, tide height, season, and hour
of the day are not significnat, and neap/spring variation accounts for the largest drop in deviance
relative to degrees of freedom (Table 7).
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Table 7 ‐ GLM Analysis of Deviance
Full Series
Regressor

Current Speed

Split‐Day

Split‐Night

DOF

Δ likelihood
Ratio (LR)

p‐value

DOF

Δ likelihood
Ratio (LR)

p‐value

DOF

Δ likelihood
Ratio (LR)

p‐value

1

7.1

<0.001

1

3.430

0.064*

1

20.121

<0.001

Neap/Spring

1

62.5

<0.001

1

17.814

<0.001

1

26.643

<0.001

Tide Height

1

34.4

<0.001

1

4.412

0.036*

1

1.435

0.231*

SEL

1

45.7

<0.001

1

18.004

<0.001

1

15.591

<0.001

Month

11

164.1

<0.001

11

128.292

<0.001

11

34.708

<0.001

Season

3

23.9

<0.001

3

11.185

0.010*

3

1.008

0.799*

Hour

5

2111.7

<0.001

3

36.375

<0.001

3

3.693

0.297*

Day/Night

1

44.4

<0.001

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

*Not significant at p<0.01

In conclusion, while the GLM is able to identify statistically significant underlying factors, it does not
provide a satisfactory prediction of porpoise activity with the included regressors. These results suggest
unknown factors missing from the analysis (e.g., concentration of prey) or a high degree of random
variability.
Additionally, autocorrelation is observed in the deviance residuals at short time lags meaning detections
are more likely to occur at times closer to other detections. This calls the assumption of independence
of observations into question for all statistical inference testing, and can lead to incorrect estimates of
the standard errors of the GLMs. Modeling techniques such as Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE)
exist to extend GLMs to handle correlated observations, but require knowledge of observation grouping,
which is unknown in this context (Meyers et al, 2002). Modeling results may also be confounded by the
correlation between regressor variables. SEL and current speed are known to be linked, while
neap/spring variability is also encoded within tide water level. At this time, conclusions can only be
drawn as to the relative strength of regressors and their directionality of influence (i.e., presence is
more likely during the day than at night).
4.2

Landmark Activity

Landmark activity is defined as a sequence of echolocation click trains with linearly decreasing inter‐click
intervals (ICI). This pattern indicates cetaceans approaching the instrument and actively echolocating at
the C‐POD, its mooring, or other nearby object (Chelonia user guide). Landmark sequences are identified
by cpod.exe software and must be analyzed manually for validity. A typical sequence indicative of
landmark behavior recorded during the deployment is depicted in Figure 33. These sequences can be
used to roughly estimate the distance at which porpoises becomes aware of their echolocation target
(Chelonia user guide). Distance within a landmark sequence is calculated by

D

(t  10)  c w
2

where t is the ICI of the sequence measured in milliseconds (minus 10 ms as an empirical measure of
porpoise processing time for the returned signal) and cw is the speed of sound in water (m s‐1). The
distance is divided by two to account for the two‐way travel of the click.
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Figure 33 – Typical landmark ssequence

A total of six highly like
ely landmark sequences were
w
identifiedd in the year of data from May 2010 – M
May
2011 from
m a single C‐POD (unit #718). As given by
b the equatioon above, thee average inittial distance ffrom
the instru
umentation paackage at the
e start of a lan
ndmark sequeence was app
proximately 6
60 m. The
sequences also indicatte approachess to within 20
0 m of the insstrumentation
n, on averagee. The farthesst
distance at
a which a lan
ndmark seque
ence begins iss estimated too be approxim
mately 90 m. During post‐
installatio
on monitoringg, it may be possible to evaaluate landm ark activity ass a measure o
of porpoise
awarenesss of the turbiine, relative to landmark activity
a
associiated with a m
much smaller and quieter
target like
e a Sea Spiderr.
4.3

Effe
ects of Existin
ng Anthropoggenic Noise on
o Harbor Porrpoise

As review
wed in Southall et al. (2007), harbor porpoise have beeen demonsttrated to disp
play avoidancee to
received levels of soun
nd exceeding 140 dB re 1 µPa
µ (broadba nd).The sensitivity of harb
bor porpoise tto
disturbances and theirr high presencce in Admiraltty Inlet combbined to suggeest that they would be an
nmental effeccts of turbine noise, post‐installation. In
n
excellent marker species to evaluatte the environ
t this hypothesis, the re
esponsivenesss of harbor poorpoise to anthropogenic sound was
order to test
evaluated
d using a passsenger ferry as a source of opportunity..
4.3.1

Approach

e analyzed fro
om SS #03 (C‐‐POD unit #11
138), deployeed for 93 dayss from Nov 20
010 – Feb 201
11 to
Data were
the east of
o Admiralty Head.
H
The passsenger ferry passes over tthis location more than tw
wenty times eeach
day (inbound and outb
bound from Keystone
K
Harb
bor).
M/hour data shows
s
the dieel trend in harrbor porpoisee presence
As shown in Figure 34, median DPM
d in § 4.1.1. Th
hese trends are
a uncorrelatted with averrage broadband sound preessure levels o
or
described
current ve
elocity.
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Figure 34 – Harbor porpo
oise echolocattion activity att study site

In order to avoid bias associated
a
with this diel vaariability, anaalysis focused on two soun
nd exposures each
day: the first inbound ferry
f
during the
t morning and
a the last ooutbound ferrry at night. Trrends in
echolocattion activity were
w
assessed
d over the 45 minutes prioor to the inbound ferry casse and 60 min
nutes
following ferry passage
e for the outb
bound ferry case. Only perriods withoutt other vessels passing within
2.4 km of SS #03 were analyzed (to avoid the con
nfounding efffect of a seco
ond vessel re‐‐ensonifying tthe
area). Outt of the 93 po
ossible inboun
nd/outbound
d cases, 32 inbbound cases aand 20 outbo
ound cases
satisfied this
t criterion.
Based on analysis of fe
erry noise pre
esented in Basssett et al., (ssubmitted), du
uring the ferrry’s closest po
oint
ure level withhin the C‐POD
D detection raange (estimatted as
of approaach to SS #03, the average sound pressu
250 m) sliightly exceeded 140 dB. Th
he best estimate for the feerry source leevel is 173 dB and, as show
wn in
Figure 35,, the sound profile of the ferry
f
(and oth
her shipping) is similar to tthe turbines in terms of
spectral content (inten
nsity for vesse
el traffic noise
e is generally much higherr than estimatted turbine n
noise).
The durattion of this en
nsonification was
w approxim
mately one m inute.
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Figure 35 – Received levels associated with shippingg and 6 m Open
nHydro turbin
ne at equivalen
nt distances.
Shipping noise
n
from C. Bassett,
B
unpub
blished data. Tu
urbine noise frrom EMEC meeasurements (§§3.1), adjusted
d to
greater byy distance assu
uming practical spreading.

4.3.2

Results

q
we considered
c
was whether th
he porpoise aactivity data ssuggested pro
onounced
The first question
avoidance
e behavior aftter the final outbound
o
ferrry passage. Thhis would be apparent as an extended
period witthout echolocation activity. However, as
a shown in FFigure 36, in m
more than 50% of the casees
analyzed, echolocation
n activity did not cease or resumed sho rtly after ferrry passage (w
within 10 minu
utes).
Therefore
e, the data do
o not support a hypothesiss of pronouncced avoidancee behavior du
ue to noise fro
om
the ferry.

Figure 36 – Latency (in minutes)
m
from time of ferry closest
c
point o
of approach to first recorded
d porpoise
echolocatiion click train.

The secon
nd question we
w considered
d was whethe
er echolocatioon activity changed over time after thee
ferry’s clo
osest point of approach. Ass shown in Figgure 37, theree is no statisttically significcant correlatio
on
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t proportio
on of cases with detection positive min utes and ferrry passage. Th
he case shown is
between the
for the first inbound paassage of the day. A similaar lack of corrrelation is obsserved for thee last outbound
ferry of th
he evening.

Figure 37 – Proportion of
o cases with detection positive minutes ass a function off time before aand after ferry
closest poiint of approach on first inbo
ound run of the
e day.

There are
e several plausible explanations for this result (or lacck of result), m
most of which
h have
implicatio
ons for post‐in
nstallation mo
onitoring:






Harbor porpoise in this areaa have becom
me habituatedd to relativelyy intense broaadband sound as a
onsequence of
o omnipresent vessel trafffic (Bassett e t al., submitteed). If this is tthe case, then
n, we
co
would
w
not expect to observve an avoidan
nce response using similar analysis tech
hniques for C‐‐PODs
deployed in the proximity of
o the turbine
es.
Harbor porpoise have speciifically becom
me habituatedd to the ferry noise, knowiing that it will
ubside, reliab
bly within a minute
m
as the ferry
f
passes tthrough the aarea. If this is the case, theen we
su
might
m
expect to
t still observe an avoidance response uusing similar techniques in
n post‐installaation
monitoring
m
sin
nce the duratiion of elevate
ed sound from
m the turbinee will be longeer than for the
fe
erry. However, the intensitty will also be
e much lowerr most of the time, so thesse factors will
co
ompete.
Harbor porpoise are demon
nstrating avoiidance behavvior, but this iis not reflecteed in echolocaation
herefore, not detectable using C‐PODs. This hypotheesis can only be evaluated by
acctivity and, th
co
ombining C‐P
POD data with
h shore obserrver or tag datta.

Conseque
ently, it is our opinion that C‐POD monitoring of the turbines should still be un
ndertaken, bu
ut
with expe
ectations of a detectable change tempe
ered relative tto expectations for avoidaance reported
d
previouslyy in the literature.
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4.4
4.4.1

Inference of Behavior through Click Properties
Approach

Koschinski et al. (2008) found it possible to categorize wild harbor porpoise behavior based on ICI
patterns in their T‐POD data. They found that feeding behavior was associated with click trains that
started with ICIs in the range of 30‐70ms and decreased to a terminal ICI around 2ms with a rapid
decrease in ICI during the transition phase. They also identified approach behavior (equivalent to
landmarks discussed above) which involved 20 to 74 s long click train sequences with ICI gradually
decreasing from a median of 72ms to 5ms. The final behavior category they ascribe with clicks is
‘communication’ which involved click trains of relatively constant but short ICI of <8ms and variable
duration (100‐1,270ms). Given the higher sensitivity of C‐PODs, it is possible that ICI measures will be
lower in C‐PODs (due to a great number of clicks being detected), however this is difficult to predict as
both the detection and classification routines in C‐PODs have changed from T‐PODs. Click train details
were exported to text files from cpod.exe software and imported into Matlab and merged with the DPM
data per hour so that only click trains from the hours involved in the porpoise presence analysis were
retained. Linear models in R were used to analyze the data, after log transformation to meet the
assumptions of those tests. Further data were also extracted for specific time periods and events using
the cpod.exe software to better understand and investigate the data.
4.4.2

Results

Of the 1,054,069 click trains detected in the data, 665,855 were retained for analysis, as they occurred
during the hours of data that were used in the porpoise presence analysis above. For these preliminary
analyses we focused on the maximum and minimum ICI in each click train. Largely due to the sample
size, there was a significant difference in max and min ICI between night and day, as well as between
seasons, even though the variance is large and the effect size small (Figure 38). Spring has the biggest
difference, having the highest ICI (and standard deviation). Not only does this season have the lowest
DPM per hour, it also has the most widely spread clicks (highest ICI).
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Figure 38 – Mean Inter Click Interval (ms) of the max and min ICI in each click train across day and season. Error
bars are standard deviations.

The number of click trains in each month tended to mirror the DPM/hour for those months (Table 8).
April had the fewest click trains and relatively low ICI, while December had the highest number of click
trains but fairly average ICI. Most notable is the larger variance in ICI that occurs during the spring
months.
Table 8 – ICI and standard deviation in ICI by month

Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

N click
trains
72,255
44,945
62,858
25,345
26,797
50,416
71,346
30,623
60,171
69,882
71,314
79,903

Mean ICImax (ms)
39.24
40.33
42.63
38.36
51.80
37.53
41.26
41.15
39.37
39.94
43.06
38.37

ICImax SD
40.28
45.76
45.79
42.08
89.37
60.70
56.80
41.31
36.35
37.09
40.47
38.58
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Mean ICImin (ms)
28.01
28.93
30.45
27.86
38.10
26.88
29.45
30.37
28.42
27.68
30.75
27.41

ICImin SD
30.33
36.11
35.40
32.98
71.89
50.47
46.92
33.07
28.27
28.31
30.98
29.86

Time of day showed very little variation in ICI throughout the day (Table 9). The largest change was in
the number of click trains in each hour with mid‐day an order of magnitude lower than mid‐night.
Table 9 – ICI and standard deviation by hour of day

Hour

N click trains

Mean ICImax (ms)

ICImax SD

Mean ICImin (ms)

ICImin SD

0
59,298
40.17
47.36
28.97
37.57
1
58,351
40.04
44.38
28.64
35.74
2
46,817
40.78
47.90
29.11
38.41
3
41,414
40.60
45.46
29.20
35.83
4
44,295
41.90
46.96
29.73
36.13
5
38,147
41.31
43.69
29.55
34.24
6
24,462
39.68
45.28
28.36
35.07
7
13,140
36.98
44.34
26.48
34.82
8
5,740
33.57
55.63
24.16
46.59
9
3,883
38.09
68.74
27.22
53.79
10
2,880
38.99
54.28
28.56
48.60
11
3,253
42.50
59.61
30.79
50.75
12
4,262
39.75
50.12
28.85
42.32
13
5,667
38.24
52.00
28.05
45.51
14
4,908
38.84
64.25
28.37
53.10
15
6,774
37.66
58.28
27.38
47.33
16
8,078
39.18
55.43
28.16
46.55
17
16,248
39.46
52.83
28.12
41.03
18
30,280
41.30
46.12
29.31
36.97
19
40,876
41.96
42.90
29.62
32.61
20
48,065
40.84
47.03
29.00
36.06
21
51,320
41.95
47.17
30.07
38.08
22
49,779
42.03
47.68
30.26
38.24
23
57,918
40.20
47.30
28.92
37.13
Given the lack of striking patterns in the averages of this large dataset, we chose to focus more closely
on extremes to determine if these were more illustrative. We therefore selected click trains with
maximum ICI > 300ms and minimum ICI < 10ms. Max ICI does start to vary more widely with spring and
day having the highest max ICI, however, there is little variation across season or time of day for min ICI
(Table 10 and Table 11).
Table 10 – Max ICI for trains > 300 ms ICI

Season/Time of
Day

N

winter
spring
summer
fall
day
night

582
915
849
455
1234
1567

Mean ICImax
543.14
594.83
565.48
523.78
574.31
555.26
62

Table 11 – Min ICI for trains < 10 ms ICI

Season/Time of
Day

N

winter
spring
summer
fall
day
night

43447
26374
33888
40474
50312
93871

Mean ICImin
4.70
4.57
4.72
4.58
4.65
4.65

Although focusing on outliers (at least max ICI) is more promising in terms of larger differences between
seasonal or daytime averages, there is a clear need to focus more finely on individual or groups of click
trains if behavioral clues are to be gained. CPOD.exe allows for an autocorrelation to be calculated on
the DPM data to determine the duration of each ‘encounter’. Running this on the annual data series
described above with a time window of 1 minute indicates that encounters lasted from 168 to 388
minutes. These encounters are likely overestimates (and with larger window sizes the encounter
durations do decrease). In addition, CPOD.exe only allows encounters to be defined with gaps ups to
120 minutes. We therefore used 120 minutes gaps to extract encounter details from our data using
CPOD.exe. This resulted in 631 separate encounters. These data showed clear trends in median ICI levels
(Figure 39). There are three distinct sections to the curve of sorted median ICI with break points around
15 and 40 ms. Using these cutoffs, the encounters were split into three groups (low, mid, and hi ICI) and
plotted across month (Figure 40). The hi ICI category is clustered in late spring and summer, while low
ICI peaks in the spring and fall. It is possible that these hi ICI encounters are indicative of foraging, when
initial echolocation clicks are used to search for more distant prey. If these and other click train
parameters are indicative of harbor porpoise behavior in Admiralty Inlet then we will be able to use
them to test for behavioral responses to the tidal turbines.
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Figure 39 – Graph of encounters sorted by increasing median ICI.
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Figure 40 – Bar plot of the number of encounters by month with low, mid or hi ICI.
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Task 4: Effects of Turbine Noise on Aquatic Species

Noise in the aquatic environment is known to be a stressor to many types of aquatic life, including
marine mammals, fish and birds. Marine mammals and birds are exceptionally difficult to work with for
technical and regulatory reasons. Fish have been used as surrogates for other aquatic vertebrates as
they have similar auditory structures. For this study, juvenile Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha) were used as the experimental animal. Noise is known to affect fish in many ways, such as
causing a threshold shift in auditory sensitivity or tissue damage. The characteristics of noise, its spectra
and level, are important factors that influence the potential for the noise to injure fish. For example, the
frequency range of sound from an OpenHydro (and, likely, most turbine variants) overlaps the
audiogram (frequency range of hearing) of most fish. A summary of this study is presented here –
additional details may be found in Halvorsen et al. 2011.
5.1

Approach

Naturally spawning stocks of Chinook salmon that utilize Puget Sound are listed as threatened
(http://www.nwr.noaa.gov/ESA‐Salmon‐Listings/Salmon‐Populations/Chinook/CKPUG.cfm); the fish
used in this experiment were hatchery raised and their populations are not in danger of depletion. Fish
were exposed continuously for 24 hours to an rms sound pressure level (SPL) of 159 dB re 1 μPa. This
corresponds to the source level (nominal received level at 1 m from the sound source) for the 95th
percentile operating condition for the OpenHydro turbine (i.e., using the methodology described in
Polagye et al. (in prep) sound from the turbine would only be expected to exceed this level 5% of the
time. This represents a worse than worst‐case exposure for juvenile salmon for three reasons:
1. The turbine is not a point source of sound. Rather, sound is likely to be produced along the
blades and the shroud. As a result, a receiver 1 m from any portion of the turbine would be
within the acoustic near‐field and measure lower sound levels.
2. Since turbine sound is estimated to vary with power generation state and, at a minimum, is
known to be negligible while tidal currents are below cut‐in speed (0.5‐1 m/s for most tidal
energy technologies), sound cannot be produced continuously for 24 hours in operation and
certainly not at the 95th operating percentile.
3. In strong currents, it is unlikely that juvenile salmon could maintain position in close proximity to
the turbine for extended periods of time.
This worse than worst‐case scenario is useful to consider because if (as demonstrated here), the effects
of such an exposure are minimal, then the effects of practical exposures would be even less severe.
After they were exposed to simulated tidal turbine noise, the hearing of juvenile Chinook salmon was
measured and necropsies performed to check for tissue damage. Experimental groups were 1) noise
exposed, 2) control (the same handling as treatment fish but without exposure to tidal turbine noise),
and 3) baseline (never handled).
5.2

Results

Based on results of evoked hearing potential tests, ANOVA comparisons of all treatments (i.e., exposure,
control) did not show a significant difference (p = 0.326). AEP analysis to date indicates that the sound
exposure did not have a definitive negative effect on test fish.
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As described in Halvorsen et al. (2011), salmon were examined externally and by necropsy for internal
inspection to determine if physical injuries resulted from exposure to simulated tidal turbine sound at
four different times following exposure: day 0 – exam immediately after exposure; day 1 – one day after
exposure; day 3 – three days after exposure; day 6 – six days after exposure. Each fish was inspected for
external injury and then inspected for internal tissue damage by necropsy. Injury assessment was guided
by reference to a panel of 72 potential tissue injuries developed over several years of investigation of
the response of fish to rapid decompression and exposure to sound. Injuries were weighted by
physiological significance to produce a Response Severity Index (RSI) for each fish. Initial treatments had
higher RSI levels than subsequent exposures, indicating that variables other than sound exposure
affected the RSI. In all cases (including the initial cases), the Each fish was inspected for external injury
and then inspected for internal tissue damage by necropsy. Injury assessment was guided by reference
to a panel of 72 potential tissue injuries developed over several years of investigation of the response of
fish to rapid decompression and exposure to sound.
Collectively, these results for a worse than worst‐case exposure, indicate that Chinook salmon may be at
a relatively low risk of acoustic injury from tidal turbines located in or near their migration path
5.3

Challenges

As for the turbine sound propagation experiments in Admiralty Inlet, uncertainty around the sound
profile of an operating tidal turbine (frequency, intensity, and variations in both as a function of power
generation state) complicated experimental planning. Consequently, the approach of exposing fish (with
hearing thresholds encompassing the majority of turbine‐generated frequencies) to a worse than‐worst
case acoustic dose was a practical solution to this ambiguity.
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6

Products Developed

6.1

Publications

Grey literature publications:



Cruise reports from field work in Admiralty Inlet, including further details of instrument
configuration and lessons learned (available through depts.washington.edu/nnmrec)
Halvorsen, M., T. Carlson, and A. Copping (2011) Effects of tidal turbine noise on fish hearing
and tissues, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory technical report, PNNL‐20786.

Conference publications:


Graber, J., Thomson, J., Polagye, B., and Jessup, A. Land‐based infrared imagery for marine
mammal detection, SPIE Photonics + Optics, San Diego, CA August 20‐25, 2011.
 Bassett, C., Thomson, J., and Polagye, B. Characteristics of underwater ambient noise at a
proposed tidal energy site in Puget Sound, MTS/IEEE Oceans 2010, Seattle, WA September 20‐
23, 2010.
Peer reviewed journal papers submitted or in preparation:






Basset, C., B. Polagye, M. Holt, and J. Thomson (submitted) A vessel noise budget for Admiralty
Inlet, Puget Sound, WA (USA), Submitted to J. Acous. Soc. Am.
Basset, C., J. Thomson, and B. Polagye (in preparation) Contribution of bedload transport to
ambient noise in a high‐energy environment.
Cavagnaro, R., B. Polagye, J. Wood, and D. Tollit (in preparation) Harbor porpoise echolocation
activity in Admiralty Inlet, Puget Sound, WA.
Polagye, B., C. Bassett, J. Wood, and S. Barr (in preparation) Detection of tidal turbine noise: A
pre‐installation case study for Admiralty Inlet, Puget Sound, Washington (USA).
Polagye, B., J. Wood, D. Tollit, and C. Bassett (in preparation) Indications of harbor porpoise
habituation to sound from ferry traffic.
Internet Dissemination

6.2

Quality assured data collected through site monitoring is available for direct download or by request
through the UW‐NNMREC website: http://depts.washington.edu/nnmrec/project_meas.html
Presentations of project results have been made through the DOE MHK Webinar Series and are available
from download through TETHYS (http://mhk.pnnl.gov/wiki/index.php/Tethys_Home), PNNL’s
knowledge management system.
6.3

Networks and Collaborations Fostered

This project has fostered collaborations with a wide range of scientific, industry, academic, and
regulatory partners. Several examples are given here:


NOPP BAA – Hydroacoustic Monitoring of Fish – This research project deployed three
autonomous echosounders in Admiralty Inlet to evaluate the capabilities to detect, classify, and
identify fish at marine and hydrokinetic project sites. Two of the echosounders were packaged
on Mark II Sea Spider platforms patterned after those developed for this project. Operational
experience from this project enabled rapid, accurate, and successful deployment and recovery
of all instrumentation associated with that project. The NOPP project was motivated, in part, by
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the need to characterize fish species and abundance around hydrokinetic projects. In additional
to helping to evaluate the exposure of fish to project stressors, this information could also help
to interpret marine mammal behavior (e.g., potentially providing additional explanatory
variables for harbor porpoise echolocation activity).
NOAA – Vessel Noise – Over the course of this project, UW‐NNMREC engaged with staff from
the Northwest Fisheries Science Center to apply data collected from this project towards the
development of a vessel noise budget for Admiralty Inlet. This has been submitted for
publication (Bassett et al. 2011) and provides the first quantitative vessel noise budget for Puget
Sound.
Materials Suitability – The extended deployment of Sea Spiders in Admiralty Inlet provided
opportunities to evaluate durability of composites in the marine environment and test the
effectiveness of foul‐release coatings. Specifically, UW‐NNMREC undertook an in‐situ study of
composite “aging” (molecular diffusion of water into the composite matrix over time) and, in
partnership with Hempel, S.A., undertook a static test of three foul‐release coatings.
Dissolved Oxygen Monitoring – The Washington Department of Ecology supports a dissolved
oxygen monitoring program at sites throughout Puget Sound. Information from this program is
essential to understanding environmental stressors on Puget Sound that lead to hypoxic or
anoxic conditions in the terminal basins (Hood Canal and South Sound). As Admiralty Inlet is the
primary entrance to Puget Sound, dissolved oxygen monitoring at this location has the capacity
to detect intrusions of deep, low‐oxygen water from the Pacific Ocean. However, while the
Department of Ecology had the instrumentation available to monitor dissolved oxygen, they had
no way to deploy it. In partnering with the project, the Department of Ecology provided a water‐
quality sensor (and technician support) for packaging with the Sea Spiders. This advanced
Ecology’s mission objectives and provided the project with more accurate temperature, salinity,
and dissolved oxygen information than it would otherwise have been able to collect.
Sandia National Laboratories ‐ In analyzing the source of non‐biological clicks leading to full
buffers on the C‐PODs (§ 2.3.3), one theory was that suspended sediment might be being
advected through the project area and impacting on the C‐POD hydrophone element or other
instrumentation, producing clicks at frequencies above 20 kHz. Sandia National Laboratories was
able to provide a LISST (Sequoia Instruments) to characterize particulate size distributions as a
function of tidal state. Analysis indicated that particulate concentration is tied to the neap‐
spring cycle (the basis for which has not yet been explained), but was unlikely to be the source
of the non‐biological clicks, as these occurred during any strong tidal currents (neap or spring).
Chelonia, Ltd. – The C‐PODs demonstrated their utility to collect and classify harbor porpoise
echolocation clicks. However, they were not effective at classifying killer whale echolocation
clicks – in part, because Chelonia, Ltd. has not previously had a reference data set to train the
classifier algorithm. As part of this project, manually identified killer whale click sequences have
been provided to Chelonia, Ltd. and will used to upgrade the classifier algorithm. If C‐PODs are
deployed for post‐installation monitoring of the District’s project (or other marine energy
projects), this will improve the ability of these instruments to detect and classify clicks from a
broader range of marine mammals.
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6.4

Washington State Parks – Washington State Parks maintains Fort Casey and the Admiralty Head
Lighthouse overlooking Admiralty Inlet. This is the best vantage point for site observations in
close‐proximity to the District’s project site. State Parks generously allowed the project team
access to the historic lighthouse to install the VHF antenna for the AIS monitoring system and
staff support to periodically restart the data acquisition computer in the lighthouse basement.
Technologies and Techniques

This project furthered the development of instrumentation packages and techniques to characterize the
biological and physical environments at tidal energy sites. The Mark II Sea Spiders developed for this
project remain in service, collecting data in Admiralty Inlet using core‐NNMREC funding provided by the
US DOE. These are contributing to a 3+ year data record of velocity, noise, water quality, and marine
mammal activity at this location, making it one of the best characterized tidal energy sites in the world.
6.5

Inventions and Patent Applications

No patent applications were filed as part of this project.
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7

Conclusions

This project has substantially contributed to the body of knowledge around the acoustic effects of tidal
energy development in several ways:












Through collection of data from Admiralty Inlet, established the sources of sound generated by
strong currents and determined that low‐frequency sound recorded during periods of strong
currents is non‐propagating pseudo‐sound.
Analyzed data collected from a tidal turbine operating at the European Marine Energy Center to
develop a profile of turbine sound and developed a framework to evaluate the acoustic effects
of deploying similar devices in other locations. This framework has been applied to the District’s
project in Admiralty Inlet to inform post‐installation acoustic and marine mammal monitoring
plans.
Demonstrated passive acoustic techniques to characterize the ambient noise environment at
tidal energy sites (fixed, long‐term observations recommended) and characterize the sound
from anthropogenic sources (drifting, short‐term observations recommended).
Demonstrated the utility and limitations of instrumentation, including bottom mounted
instrumentation packages, infrared cameras, and vessel monitoring systems. In doing so, also
demonstrated how this type of comprehensive information is needed to interpret observations
from each instrument (e.g., hydrophone data can be combined with vessel tracking data to
evaluate the contribution of vessel sound to ambient noise).
Conducted a study that suggests harbor porpoise in Admiralty Inlet may be habituated to high
levels of ambient noise due to omnipresent vessel traffic. The inability to detect behavioral
changes associated with a high intensity source of opportunity (passenger ferry) has informed
the approach for post‐installation marine mammal monitoring.
Conducted laboratory exposure experiments of juvenile Chinook salmon and showed that
exposure to a worse than worst case acoustic dose of turbine sound does not result in changes
to hearing thresholds or biologically significant tissue damage. Collectively, this means that
Chinook salmon may be at a relatively low risk of injury from sound produced by tidal turbines
located in or near their migration path.

In achieving these accomplishments, the project has significantly advanced the District’s goals of
developing a demonstration‐scale tidal energy project in Admiralty Inlet. On March 1, 2012, the District
filed its final license application, in which the information developed under this project figured
prominently into the biological assessment.
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